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City plans for brush pick-up, pest control
By ROBERT RECKER
The BC News

I Guest columnist Eric
Luhta explains the
necessity of the NATO
mission.
Natalie Miller tells
citizens to beware
of policy makers.

Kennedy homes
become a
Democratic fundraiser.

Smokers who start late
in life have fewer
health risks.

The city is looking ahead lo
summer.
City officials have proposed
two new initiatives that will help
in maintenance tasks this summer.
Municipal Administrator John
Fawcett announced a new brush
pickup system and a new form of
mosquito control at Monday
night's city council meeting.
With the brush pickup system,
citizens can bring any natural
woody substance such as tree
branches, stumps and bushes to
the Wood County Landfill, locat-

ed on Bowling Green Road.
Last summer, property owners were allowed to drop off
brush at the Public Works
Garage, or leave it at their curbside for pickup, but the garage
will not have room this summer.
"We don't have the manpower, resources or time," Fawcett
said.
He also said that last year's
curbside pickup was problematic.
"It ended up being an abuse of
the system," Fawcett said. "A
handful of citizens used it as a
chance to get rid of stuff that had
been building up. It put us
behind schedule the entire year
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attacks.
At least six explosions could
be heard late Tuesday in the
direction of the Batajnica military airport just north of Belgrade and tracer rounds from
anti-aircraft were seen in the
night sky.
Yugoslav television stations
reported further attacks Tuesday night at Uzice, 75 miles
southwest of Belgrade, and in
Cacak, an industrial town 55
miles to the south, where U.S.
officials say a munitions plant is
located.
The Yugoslav cease-fire dec-
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"I never experienced
war so close to me as I
did. War in terms of not
only what is happening
in Kosovo, but also what
is happening behind the
scenes. I also realized
how hard it is to reach a
consensus among different nations."

Ana Pereira
Senior journalism major,
participant in Model UN

Check out:

www.bgnews.
com
News, web extras and a
whole lot more.

HEI.CKADI . Jugoslavia
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic declared a unilateral
cease-fire Tuesday in his campaign lo crush rebels in Kosovo,
saying he wanted to honor the
Orthodox Easter holiday this
weekend. Western
leaders
called the move a sham and
pledged to press ahead with
airstrikes.
Moments after the cease-fire
took effect at 8 p.m. (2 p.m.
EDT), air-raid sirens wailed in
Belgrade, heralding new NATO
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less to the environment and
wildlife, Fawcett said.
With each tablet covering 10
square feet, Fawcett estimated
the city would need to buy about
10 cases for the summer, which
would cost just under $1,000.
Spraying costs $9,600 per
summer, Fawcett said.
"Spraying kills the population
here today, but strong winds can
blow in and bring a new population tomorrow," Fawcett said.
He also said that mosquito
problems can be decreased if citizens eliminate all standing
water on their property, where
• See COUNCIL, page eight.

History Fair
puts past
on display
By J. MICHAEL BESTUL
The BC News

Associated Press Photo
Senioi Airman Eric Robinson, right, Airman First Class Stephen
Bancher, center, and Staff Sgt Michael Hawkins, load an
AIM-9 sidewinder missile on a cart.
laration was clearly aimed at
staving off further NATO
attacks and at presenting Milosevic's government as a champion of peace.
President Clinton and NATO '
insisted that half-measures
would not end the NATO air
campaign that began March 24,
and British Prime Minister Tony
Blair's office said Milosevic's
announced truce "doesn't go
nearly far enough."
A rebel spokesman also
rejected the cease-fire, which
was announced on Belgrade
television stations, and said the

only way the group would
agree to a truce would be if
NATO troops enforced it.
Russia alone welcomed the
cease-fire. "Any peace initiative
must be useful," spokesman
Dmitry Yakushkin quoted President Boris Yeltsin as saying.
On the refugee front, NATO
nations and others rushed in
tons of aid Tuesday for the
400,000 ethnic Albanians who
have been driven out of Kosovo
and into poor neighboring
states.
• See KOSOVO, page eight.

Students debate Kosovo bombings
By LINE ANETTE
DJUVE
The BC News

The Kosovo conflict hit close
to home for the 14 University
students who participated in
Model United Nations last
week.
As representatives of Italy,
the students were forced to deal
with a country which is not
only geographically close to
Kosovo, but also an active parHI
P
ticipant in the conflict through
NATO.
|
Model UN is a simulation
Photo Provided
program in New York where
Ana Pereira, left, and Julie Meyer, right, both participated in different schools take on the
the Model United Nations. During the program they repre- characters of different nations.
It also gives the students the
sented Italy and discussed the problems in Kosovo.

Brll

opportunity to participate in a
variety of committees from
organizations like NATO and
the European Union (EU),
among others.
Curtis Peet, director of the
Model UN program and an
assistant professor in political
science, said that as representatives of Italy, it was important lo
emphasize that Italy have a
very strong interest in the Kosovo conflict. The main reasons
are that Italy is a NATO member, the country is located close
to Yugoslavia, Italy serves as the
launching pad for the NATO
airstrikes and it also receives
many of the Kosovar Albanian
• See MODEL, page eight.

One person tries to recruit
you to join the 20th Maine regiment who are fighting in the
Civil War, while another person
is profiling the life of Rutherford
B. Hayes.
At least, that is what you will
see if you stop by the American
History Fair, which is taking
place today from 6-10 p.m. in
101 Olscamp Hall.
This fair is the brainchild of
Paul Buckingham, assistant professor of history. The fair
includes informative and interactive booths covering topics
from early and modem history
of America.
Buckingham said over 100
students have put together over
30 separate presentations.
"There are some extremely
clever projects," said Kevin
Jones-Kern, assistant professor
of history.
One exhibit includes a student performing a historical
reenactment portraying a Civil
War recruiter seeking soldiers
for the 20th Mainel. In another,
students create a live broadcast
from Pearl Harbor.
Others students cover subjects such as differences between
the Northern and Southern
views of slavery, women in the
'Civil War, the impact of canals
on Ohio, the Boston Massacre,
the legacy of Lucy and Rutherford B. Hayes, early American
music, Fort Meigs, the Trail of
Tears, the temperance movement and student political
unrest during the late 1960s.
Exhibits will be judged based
on historical accuracy, the
amount of research and how
well each is presented.
Prizes will be awarded in several different categories, with
the best overall exhibit receiving
a $100 prize. Other awards
include best exhibit in early
American history, best exhibit in
modem American history and
best use of research.
The American History Fair is
open to the public. Admission is
free.

USG accomplishes little amid confusion
ByJEFFARNETT

bgnews@listproc.
bgsu.edu

drop off their grass clippings and
leaves at the Public Works
Garage, located on Tarragon
Drive, off E. Poe Road.
Fawcett also proposed a new
form of mosquito control for the
summer that will replace the traditional spraying.
"Spraying has not been beneficial to the community in the
past," Fawcett said. "Larviciding
is the approach to take."
Larviciding consists of dropping chemical tablets into standing water. The tablets dissolve,
leaving a film atop the water,
cutting off the larvae's food supply before they can mature.
The process would be harm-

CRISIS
in
Kosovo
NATO continues
bombing after
cease-fire called

Baseball loses to
Michigan. 8-7.

last year."
Fawcett said that commercial
landscapcrs will have to pay for
the landfill service.
Bowling Green will pay the
Wood County Solid Waste District about $40,000 for the use of
the landfill, Fawcett said. The
county will sell off the brush as
compost.
"It's a win-win situation for
them and us," Fawcett said. "It
allows us to dispose of the brush,
and it's an income resource for
them."
The city will continue its onetime annual brush pickup until
late June for those who cannot gc
to the landfill. Citizens can also

The BG News
Little was accomplished at a
meeting of the Undergraduate
Student Government General
Assembly meeting Monday
night.
No legislation was passed at
the meeting, though several
details of the new by-laws of
USG were debated before the
meeting was adjourned due to
the time.
As a result of USG being

broadcast on television this
semester, its General Assembly
meetings are suppose to run only
from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. Monday's
meeting was adjourned, and all
of the legislation on the agenda
tabled, shortly before 9:15 that
night.
"We need to get out of here,"
said
USG
vice president
Maryann Russell as the meeting
drew to a close.
Before the meeting ended,
USG did debate and approved
most of the first article in its bylaws. The by-laws are a piece of

legislation that fill in the vague
outlines of the constitution with
specific rules.
Confusion ran rampant at the
meeting, as many senators
apparently lost track of what
motion was on the floor and
what section of the by-laws was
being debated.
In addition, some senators
displayed a lack of familiarity
with parliamentary procedure
by repeatedly objecting to
motions, an improper action that
only compounded the parliamentary chaos.

"Overall. . .they don't have a
good grasp [of parliamentary
procedurel," said USG chief of
staff Mike Allton. "The speaker's
job would be enormously easier
if everyone knew parliamentary
procedure well."
Adding to the confusion was
the fact that the entire process
was unnecessary, according to
Allton.
"It wasn't necessary to vote on
each article because we have to
vote on the whole thing," Allton
said.
He said, however, that the

laborious process of approving
each section wasn't necessarily
wasteful.
"It's not a bad way to do it,"
Allton said. "Realistically, this
should not be an easy process. . .
no one should sit in there and
expect things to go easy."
In the course of debating the
by-laws various issues were
brought up, including disagreements over the election of next
year's speaker, the speaker's
stipend and the number of orga• See USG, page eight.
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letter
So there I am in Ihe Kreischer dorm wailing for some friends
when I overhear a conversalion between some of Ihe residential
advisers. Not being one to stick my nose where it does not belong, I
was not intentionally listening. But I overheard something very
interesting nonetheless. The small group was discussing USG and
how they were unproductive and did not represent the students adequately. Then 2 of 3 readily admit that they chose not to vote in the
recent elections! Are you kidding me?
Let me first congratulate those of you who made a conscious
effort to improve the environment of this fine institution. It is very
easy for THOSE people to sit back, complain about all they deem
wrong, and not do a darn thing about it. So I salute you, the few, for
picking up the slack for them, Ihe many.
The Undergraduate Student Government is a very essential
aspect of Bowling Green State University. I do not believe that any
one doubts Iheir importance, but rather their effectiveness. Herein
lies Ihe problem. USG needs to hear, wants to hear, and would love
lo hear from every single undergraduate student on this campus.
They would love to take every single student's concern and somehow find a remedy. Thai is the reason for Iheir entire existence. I am
sure that if you were to ask any member of USG to sit down and discuss an issue that concerns you, they would be more than obliged.
Now I concede that in the future, USG needs to make themselves
more readily available lo the students, and 1 am sure that with the
new administration, that is being worked out as you read this article. USG cannot function properly without a two way communication process between Ihem and Ihe students.
Finally, for all of you out there who chose lo point out all the faults
of the Undergraduate Student Government, 1 implore you to look at
yourself and ask, "What am 1 doing lo make this community a better place?" If Ihe answer is, "Nothing," then I would like to remind
you that there will be Senate seals available in the fall. If you are
under Ihe belief that it is not your duly to help other students, that
is your perogative. But don't be part of the problem, be part of the
solution!
Brian Starosto
IPC
Senior

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this' The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrative and local Input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG News will not dlscrimminate upon letters solely based on a person's
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion.
■ letters to the Editor. Letters are lo be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In response to a current Issue .on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area,
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only If the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations In which the author may have
vaUd reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave It In the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or. send It on e-mail to
bgnews4Sbgnei.hgsu.edu and give il the subject. "Letter to the Editor".
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright * 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG News Is an independent publication founded in 1920 and Is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in sto
rles or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editooal Board are final.

of policy makers
Wake up citizen! One thing
I've learned is thai people don't
pay enough attention to power
and who has it. It's just as relevant within the University as it
is in Ihe government of the real
world.
Power is rarely given, shared
or distributed when it is highly
concentrated. A cry for equal
rights, reparations or equal distribution of resources can easily
be ignored. People who have
money use Ihe power associated
with it to get more money. Powerful people can ignore or avoid
fairness, justice and laws,
depending on how much power
they have. Unfortunately, some
people are attracted to positions
in government because they
come with a certain amount of
power and privilege.
There are inherent class, gender, race, sexual and ethnic
power differences in the system.
Those with advantages that
allow power in certain situations
would prefer not to give it to
others. The people on the bottom
of the scale have less to work
with. What could a poor person
threaten a rich one with? (The
question is really: what could
poor people threaten the rich
with?) Power is also about leverage and bargaining power. What
could you offer someone to convince them lo support your
idea?
People with a special kind of
power are policy makers. Policies run our lives. If you are a

student, your days are filled
with policy. Attendance policies,
grading scales,
graduation
requirements,
lease
agreemenls.and dorm regulations all
affect our behavior and our lives.
If today your college decided
that they wouldn't accept your
application for graduation or
needed another requirement,
your life plans would change.
You could lose your student
loans because of marijuana. You
may be in trouble in the dorms
for being in Ihe wrong (designaled-sexually) bathroom. We have
to pay taxes every year, according lo Ihe tax laws given to us.
Our streets and vehicles have the
laws and policies written on
them as to what is permissible.
You have to park in the set parameters. You have to wake up
and go out in Ihe cold lo shovel
your sidewalk, or be penalized
for not following the rule written
by someone at a meeting you did
not attend.
Banks make new policies to
take the money of ours that they
already have. That service

charge appears out of nowhere Well, not nowhere - Policy made
it!
Policy is not neutral. It supports Ihe goals of Ihe organization. That is what we need to
examine — who benefits from
Ihe policy? Whose interests in
the organization promoting?
This is also what we do not agree
on in regards to Ihe government
— whose lifestyle is promoted
by our policies?
The Marriage Defense Act of
1996 is an example of policy
shaping what is "desirable"
legally. The act states that only
heterosexual marriages will be
recognized by law. Some citizens
may agree with that idea, but the
effect of this policy as a legal
statute definitely shapes people's lives and promotes government action.
The group at my loan exit
interview was told that people
going into certain fields, such as
special education or teaching in
high demand areas would be
given discounts on their loans.
Take a look at this example of
how policy is not neutral. It
points out "desirable" choices
and rewards them. Policy also
decides "undesirable" actions
and has the power to punish
them.
Take a look at the elected and
appointed officials voting and
making policy decisions. I do
believe that some of them have
their constituents' interests in
mind. But sometimes they don't,

and this is reflected by laws benefiting few and screwing many.
Budgets are a form of policy-1
making. The decisions about
who gets how much money create power for the favored organizations. The perceived importance of a department, service or
project is recognizable in their
budget allocation.
Policy makers need to be I
watched. Pressure and attention
keep them in line — instead of
voting themselves a pay raise.
Some things won't change, but
we need to be aware of them.
Out best means ol individual
and group power is voting and
making our voices heard. People
behave better when they know
they are being watched.
We need to rally college stu-1
denls like the elderly have organized — they have a network of
voices so that Iheir issues won't [
be overlooked.
We can force politicians to I
focus on the issues if we call |
attention to them and put them
on the spot. If we pay attention
to the policies, we can raise a
fuss instead of detrimental laws
passing unnoticed by the public.
But it's a matter of realizing that
what goes on in the upper echelons does affect does affect you.
Pay attention to meetings and
bills that are passed, both within |
the University and this country.
Natalie Miller can be reached at
annemil@bgnel.bgsu.edu. Her poli-1
cy is no dates on the first kiss.

NATO mission in Kosovo justified, necessary
What we've got here is failure to
communicate. Some men you just
can't reach, so you get what we had
here last week, which is the way he
wants it. Well, he gets it. I don't
like it anymore than you men.
- Cool Hand Luke
You can feel the tension in the
air, even down here in little ol'
Bowling Green. For many of us
students, this is the closest we've
ever come to living during a
wartime period (I myself was a
bit too young to fathom what
was really happening in Desert
Storm, as I'm sure a lot of you
were also).
What I do remember about
Desert Storm was how supportive and gung-ho our nation was
for helping out Kuwait. We
were doing the right thing by
getting our hands a little dirty
and helping out people we didn't know who were in a bit of
trouble.
Today, in the recent Kosovo
conflict, the story is seemingly
quite different, even though the
situation is, in essence, the same.
And it makes me nauseous.
There are millions of people who
want NATO to keep its nose out
of other people's business and
let this issue work itself out.
Well, if you take that
approach, this is what will happen: Thousands if not more ethnic Albanians will be slaughtered, the rest will be driven out
of the country, and Slobodan

Eric Luhta
() ity•)r

CuJ'j
Milosevic will turn his head and
check out who else he can
cleanse himself of.
I'd bet my right arm on it
turning out that way should
NATO choose to ignore what's
happening. NATO should be
there doing what it's doing, and
if you don't agree with that, 1
suggest you examine your reasons why, because every one I've
heard so far is a product of the
self-absorbed society that's
taken over the world.
People have said that it's not
our business to be over there
fighting someone's "civil war."
First of all, it's hardly a civil war.
It's more like one person doesn't
like the other so they're going to
push them out of the way (i.e.
kill them) because they can't
stand the fact thai they're different. That's not a civil war, it's
prejudice.
Put yourself in the refugees'
place. What if someone came to
your house, killed your family
and told you to get out of here
and never come back? All your

possessions are taken, you'll in these peoples' eyes automatinever see your friends again and cally makes us wrong. True, mil-1
you've got nowhere to go. You'd itary solutions are devastating, I
hope to hell someone some- destructive and messy, but what
where would come and give you other choice is there at this
a hand. Believe it or not, the point? Milosevic has made it I
people over there are exactly like very clear that he is not going to I
you. If you don't believe that, accept a peaceful solution. The I
you've got the same attitude as idea that we throw up our arms I
the Serbs who are murdering after diplomacy fails and say, I
those people. We're so sheltered "Well, we tried. 1 guess that's I
over here in this country that if that" and let a race of humans be |
something isn't happening right exterminated is ludicrous.
in front of our faces or doesn't
Just to make myself clear, 11
directly involve us, we don't realize that it is not all the Serbs
care. And therein lies the major who are carrying out Milosevic's I
problem. By turning your head orders. I realize that there are I
to what's going on, you're help- U.S. citizens who are over there I
ing Milosevic attain his goal.
and some who may very likely I
Others have told me that the be killed. These people are our I
United States has taken up this family and friends and may end [
role as the "world's police"
up giving their lives for this I
when we can't handle our own
senseless conflict. 1 am no fan of I
problems. I agree with parts of
war. But if we don't act now, the I
that. The recent Iraqi conflict has
end toll of people who will die |
fueled this fire. But this particuwill be all the greater.
lar situation has nothing to do
We've wasted a lot of time I
with policing. I don'l see not tolerating genocide and ethnic and money on ridiculous things
cleansing as anal retentive. As like media scandals and
far as our own problems, sure impeachment hearings. This
we've got some things that need step has restored some of my
attention, but that's not a license faith in America. I will tell you
to ignore what's going on out- that if I was called today to serside our little U.S. bubble and vice my country in this matter, I
waive our moral obligation to would not hesitate. I'm damn
correct something that's not just proud of the USA and NATO. |
You should be too.
wrong, but downright evil.
The majority of arguments
Eric / uhta is a guest columnist.
I've heard are against the war
simply for war's sake. The fact He can be reached at luhtae@bgnet.
that we've taken military action bgsu.edu.

website of the day

www.reel.com
the adventures of I, pronounced as eye

"Jump on the Bandwagon"

if you have something
.chy or serious or —
best
of
all
hard-hitting and insightful to ask the students of
_Bouilin«j green, let us
know. There are people
on the street dyine to
answer your questions,
and we don't wanna let
them down!
^^irnKt

I'm a dork. I think I was born that way. I've
heard it was a twist in the birth canal, and the ice
tongs that caused it. All my clothes have a slightly odd
tint and smell to them, except tor one pair of socks I
have which are, frankly, pretty darn nice. A doctor
once told me, I asked her to repeat it, but of course
she wouldn't, that there was medication I could take
for being a dork. She said that along with the pills, I'd
need two forks of different lengths and genders, and

send suggestions to:

a box of thumb tacks. She said that contrary to popu-

•2io west Hall

lar misconceptions, the first and third laws of thermo-

•419/372-6966

dynamics, and a subscription to Fun With Guns and

•marym@bcjneT.bcjsu.edu

Weedeaters magazine, pain, boredom and success

•fan: 372-6967

are great friends. Well,sometimes pain and boredom

just a quick idea could <yener3le all sorts of responses!

fight, but that's not important, now is it.

PID33S

What is your favorite
moment or event in
history?
Do re ta Perry
Ph.D.
IPC
"When Dr. Martin
Luther King. Jr. gave
his mountain top'
sermon before he
was killed."

Chelsea Beaton
Grad Student
IPC
When Christ rose
from the dead and
brought salvation
to everyone in ttie
world. "

Monty Stollar
Grad Student
IPC
"When Rosa Parks
refused to give up
her bus seat simply
because she was
black."
Matt Susor
Junior
Accounting
"The NBA basketball strike because
the greedy capitalists don't need any
more money."

Jenny Carter
Sophomore
Math Ed.
When my parents
dropped me off for
college."

• People on the street is intended as an unsctentitic sample ot the student population Anyone
desperately hoping to be in this feature may hnd it profitable to hang around the student union
around, say, seven ish But you dntn't hear it here.

All these campus events and more can be found on the University website: http://events.bgsu.edu/

Wednesday
4/7/99

wide

J / a.m. - 3 p.m.
Black Student Union Ticket

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Fitness tests,

National Day of Silence

blood

silence for those who have

Health Service and Wellness

by

Connection. Free and open to

hatred,

oppression and prejudice. A
Rainbow Daze event. Free and

link. 360 Saddlemire Student
Services Building.

pressure

Show support with a vow of
silenced

all. Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Student Union.

3:30 p.m.
Softball hosts Detroit
The Falcons open the home
schedule. BGSU Softball Field.

4 p.m.
Guest Artist Pianist Stan
Ford
Ford,
a professor at the
Mozarteum in Salzburg. Austria.

3:30 p.m.

open to the public. Campus

Haydn.

Debussy

TOMORROW

sponsored
Department
Russian

by
of

Partly Cloudy.

Partly Cloudy.
HIGH: 67

LOW: 40

Today ... mostly sunny.
High near 70. West
wind 10 to 15 mph
becoming southwest.

Tonight ... increasing
clouds. Low in the
lower 50s.

LOW: 47

numinous
•/ NOO-mih-nuss/* (noun)
supernatural; holy; spiritual

Tomorrow ... partly
cloudy with a 40 percent chance of showers. High around 70.
Just more of the same.
Hopefully not as windy.

Example: Siobhan considered
her
aptitude with
tarot
cards to be one of her numinous traits, just like her
clairvoyancy.
Numinous comes from the Latin
"numen," which means a divine
order or decree.

51
53
57
50
61
62
64
65
66
67
68
69
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
27
29

Tiller's tool
Racetrack figures
Made right
Angler's basket
Neighborhood
With insolence
Hammer's head
Parent, for
example
Right angle
Millennia
Intuits
Shaft of light
DOWN
Data display
Effective use
Pointed remarks
On the waves
Titled Brit
"Steppenwolf
author
Monstrous
Ballplayer
Slaughter
Door knocker
Sioux chief
More maiestic
Latin farewell
Stated one's
case
Writer Stoker
Exquisite
Pimlico residence
Amazing
Zon National
Park's stale

Dame
Notre Dame. Ind.

and

BGSU's
German.

East

Asian

Languages.

and

the

MidAmerican

Center

Contemporary

Music.

7 p.m.
Breaking

for
Bryan

Center.

5 p.m.

17

_. mater
Appear
Not footed by
Hay wagon
Color similar to
avocado
36 Spotted
39 Long-time
professionals
41 Raw sugar
44 Largest city h
Iran
47 Academy Awards
49 Automobile signal
52 Fragrances
54 Discourage
55 Perry Mason's
Street
56 With guile
57 Promontory
58 Sandwich cookie
59 Beech or birch
60 Train units
63 Golly!
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Roundtable
A Rainbow Daze event. Free
and open to the public. Prout
Hall Lobby and Lounge.

Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts

.'

ACROSS
t Can opener?
4 Paler
10 Invitation
acronym
14 "Mogambo" star
Gardner
15 Brown shade
16 And others, ir
bnef
17 quartet
19 Landscape dip
20 Scales of the
zodiac
21 Had doubts
about
23 "Lohengrin" lady
?4 Opposite of
masc.
25 Fashion
magazine
?6 _. de mer
28 Saintly glows
32 Possess
35 "Pie Man Who
There"
37 Skillful deceit
38 Credulity
40 Educational
environment
42 Mosaic pieces
43 Actor Hawke
45 Hit head-on
46 In matched
pairings
48 Final degree
50 Valuable sloncs

and

Giniastara. The free concert is

CROSSWORD

TODAY

Men's Baseball at Notre

will perform works by Scarlatti.

daily

WEATHER
HIGH: 63

through the Spring Calendar

Union Foyer.

screening, interactive displays,
freebies. Sponsored by Student

"Alternative Careers for
Educators" Workshop
Please -sign up on the Web

Sales/Spring Festival

Garden of Health Fair

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

been

on the street

we are looking for
creative and impactful
questions to query the
the campus of BCJSU.

flash hcliori by Jason Nelson

-
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PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is intended as a
source of non-vital information as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using variocis means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed nere are real; names have been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted; please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy
will get te see it in print ... such reward.

TV GUIDE SECTION
WEDNKSDAY

I

6:00

I

BBC IADCAST

H)

m

6:30

I

STATION

s

7:00

I

7:30

I

8:00

I

8:30

fttws a.

vinrmi

nneei-ronune

j.op.ruy: JL

Newsl

ABC Wld News

Ent. Tonight

Hollywood Sq

Dharma A Greg

Wall

NBC News

Judge Judy X

Frailer I

Dateline (In Stereo) X

Health Diary

Business Rpt.

Newshour With Jim Lehrerl

I

9:00

I

9:30

I 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30

r.yn.M.
It's Ulw. You

Drew Carey X

[Norm (In Stereo)

World's Most Amaiing Videos X

Live From Lincoln Center "Uptown Bi„es E.lmgton at 100" (In Slereo)

MM

NewsX

Nightline X

Law J Ordar' Hunters" (In Stereo)

News I

Tonight Show

Robert Rauschenberg

Charlie Rose (In Stereo) X

ff>

Newshour With Jim Lehrtr X

Arthur X

Read. Rainbow

Live From Lincoln Center "Uptown Blues: Ellington at 100" (In Stereo)

Robert Rauschenberg

Time Goes By

Charlie Rose X

CD
CD

Horn* Improve.

Mad About You

Seinleld 11

Friends X

Beverly Hills, SO210 (Ir. Stereo) I |Worlds Sexiest Commerclala

Newel

NewsradioX

TBA

Jerry Springer

Simpsons X

Simpsons X

Friends I

NBA Basketball Atlanta Hawks at Detroit Pistons From the Palace ol Auburn Hills. (Live)

Hews

Sports TV Dai.

Frienda I

Fraeler X

CA

EH Movie

... "Sergeant Rjvedge"[)%0 Western) Jehrey Hunter.
Daily Show (R) [Stein's Money

BUI Maher-Stutt That Struck Me

Klcfcln* Aspen: Maximum Comedy South Park

DISC

New House

Wild Discovery: Creatures

Shipwreck! 'The LuMama" (R)

Discover Magazine |R|

ENC

Movie: ••« "Aces r*gh"(t976. Acfventute) Malcolm McOowell

iFix-lt-Line(R)

New Addams

Movie: is Cnma 9. Liberty 3?"(1978, Western) Wamn Oates

IShow-Funny

Show-Funny

Ufe.Camera

|Lile, Camera

[Stranger-Candy Daily Show

Movie:.. lime ivWa" (1988. Drama) Sidney Poitier. | Watermelon"
|Ma|or League Baseball Teams to Be Announced. X

[Movie:..'! "Oesperare Choices To Save My Ctiikf (t992.Drama)

New Addams

HBO

Movie: «»' i ■ Earthly Possessions" (1999. comedy) Susan Sarandon. I Movie:... -rri*oo*v»r-(19»». Drama) James Woods (In Slereo) R Ox" Goo's Chillin" (R) (In Stereo) X Tenacious D

MTV

Countdown

Station Zero (R) Beavis-Bufl

sc

Sports News

Last Word

SCIFI Quantum Leap X

Real Reds (R)

Norm Again (Ft) |Home Again (R) Trauma: Lite

TNT

Out South (In Stereo) X
|Scooby Doo

Wrath ol God: Disasters

WaatfwPredictions.R.S

Sill A Oily

Say What?

Total Request Live (R) (In Stereo)

Daria (In Slereo) Drew Barrymore Blame Gams

Sports News

Boxing: Fight Time

Stir Trek 'The Empalh" I

TLC

TOON Batman-Series

Loch Nets Monster (R)

mat Century "Massacre' (R)

iTrauma: Lite

| video Cliches

Tribe Time

Star Trek "The Empalh" X

StyCrlmM(R)

Eitreme Machines (R)

Animaniacs

Powerputl Girls [Cow A Chicken

|0exter's Lab

Xene: Warrior Princess {In Stereo) Walker. Tesaa Ranger X

VH1

Hard Rock Live "Classic Rock" (R) VH1 to One (R) (In Stereo)

Major League Baseball: Indians at Angels

Extreme Machines

Mom: et'J TheStja otftebase Guru "(1968)Wings Hauser.

Hercules: Legendary Jmye.

[Loveline

Highlander: The Series tin Slereoi Friday the 13lh: The Series"

ER 'The Long Way Around" X

USA

| "It These WaUs"

Weapons at War "Hell on Wheels-

Sliders "The Weaker Sen" X

Speed Damons: Maximum

Behind the Music "Shama Twain"

Bugs (Dally

[Tom and Jerry

Deadline is 4:30 April 7
(Drop off in room 405 Student Services)

700 Club

FAM

HIST Fellowship ol Valor (Part 3 ol 3)

Room 405 Student Services

Stain's Money

Shipwreck! The Lusnania" (R)

Secret D-Day |R;

Major League Baseball: Teams lo Be Announced. (Live) I

Sportscenter

ESPN Up Close

:>..

Movie: ... "Flying Trg8r5"(1942. Adventure) John Wayne. John Carroll Movie: ..'^ "The Uotty Uaguires"(1970, Drama) Rich rd Harrrs

Saturday Night Live H

COM

Freddie
& Frieda
Applications

Questions?
- call 372-7094
or e-mail

Movie: *. The Big BrawT (I980. Adventure) Jack* Chan, Jose Ferrer
Hlntstones X

|Scooby Doo

Powerputl Girls

Cow & Chicken

Walker. Texas Ranger X

Masters Tournament

New York Undercover (In Stereo)

Shama Twain's Winter Break

Video Timeline [video Timeline

Behind the Music (R) (In Stereo)

adupree @ bgnet.bgsu.edu
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mpUed from itafT and wire reports

Elyria doctoi faces arraignment today
ELYRIA, Ohio (AP) — A doctor has been charged with raping a
hospital patient who has multiple sclerosis. The investigation began
after a nurse noticed a mark on the woman that turned out to be from
a bite.
Dr. Ashok Ramadugu, 40, was arrested Monday on charges of
rape, gross sexual imposition and assault. He was freed on $50,000
bond and is scheduled for arraignment Wednesday in Lorain County Common Pleas Court. The rape charge carries a maximum penalty of 10 years in prison.
Ramadugu has requested a leave of absence from EMH Regional
Medical Center, where he worked for two years.
A telephone message was left Tuesday for his attorney, John
Haynes. There was no phone listing for Ramadugu.
Ramadugu, a lung specialist, helped treat the woman, then 22, last
spring while she was in intensive care at the hospital, said Lorain
County Prosecutor Gregory A. White. She is no longer in the hospital.
"She was not totally aware of what was happening to her at the
point this happened," White said.

mviACAiAmmmmmmmamm———mm—m
After new discovery, men receive treatments
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) — The benefits of Viagra are extending
beyond the pill's ability to restore sexual function in men.
A physician at the University of Vermont College of Medicine says
that the anti-impotency drug is luring into his office men who usually wouldn't go to see their doctor.
As a result, they are getting beneficial treatment that they may
have missed out on.
"Quality of life issues for patients are what matter," said Dr. Mark
Plante, a urologist and assistant professor of surgery.
Plante is not keeping records of his Viagra patients, but says there
is no doubt that many men looking for the drug are being helped in
other ways.
In one case, a man who came in for the drug described symptoms
that led doctors to discover he had colon cancer.

The BG News
is proud to support

The Purple Ribbon
Project
presented by the
University Coalition to Stop Violence
During the month of April, USCV is asking you to wear
a purple ribbon in support of eliminating violence in our
communities.
You can pick up a purple ribbon at News offices, 210
West Hall, or at any of a number of campus locations.
For more information, call BGSU's Office of Student Life
at 372-2843

Associated Prew Photo!

Prime Minister Yevgeny Primakov greets Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat during their talk In Moscow, Tuesday, April 6.
Russia advised Arafat not to unilaterally declare an independent state next month.

Russia urges Palestine not
to declare independence

and will continue to support you,"
Yeltsin told Arafat.
Russia has been developing betMOSCOW — Russia advised
ter ties with Israel in recent years,
Yasser Arafat on Tuesday not to uniand has sought not to offend either
laterally declare an independent
Israelis or Palestinians in the comstate next month. The Palestinian
leader said he had not yet made a plex Middle East peace negotiations.
Arafat reiterated the Palestinians'
final decision.
President Boris Yeltsin greeted right to go their own way and
Arafat with a bear hug at the start of declare a state on May 4 in the areas
their Kremlin meeting, and said now under Palestinian self-rule, or
Moscow would continue to support continue negotiations with Israel.
"We haven't made a final decithe Palestinians.
Russia told Arafat, however, not sion yet on the May 4 problem, and
to declare an independent Palestin- we are continuing consultations,"
ian state on May 4, when an interim Arafat said.
Russian Prime Minister Yevgeny
autonomy agreement with. Israel
expires.
Primakov said the Palestinians' right
"We have been carrying on a con- to create a state was "indisputable,"
tinuous policy of supporting you,
The Associated Press

(across from Mercer Manor)

2 BATHROOMS
2 CAR GARAGE
4 BEDROOMS
1400 SQUARE FT
FIRE PLACES

Why Rent an
CApartment when
you can live in
|_a brand new
house'

• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED 8 UNFURNISHED

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

independence," the UN1AN ne
agency reported.

Call our Sales Department at (419) 476-7751
[0 schedule your parly loday!

Come see local students, faculty and
residents play a variety of Jazz music
19 and over welcome

NEWIPV]
Rentals

Spacious two bedroom units with pattolbalcony. central air. garbage disposals,
$575/mo. Jurn.

332 S. Main
(our only office)

Ashdon Apartments - 850 Scott Hamilton #2
Our last giant fully furnished two bedroom unit...totally remodeled newcarpet. linoleum,
blinds & fresh paint! lots of storage both in and outside the apartment.great for 4 people.

352-5620

$600/mo. + electric

Time is running out!!! Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BO • 352-4380

NEWS

■ cam .-<-,.,» —.

www. newloverealty. com

Weekdays at
5:30. 10:30. and 7 30am
on cable channel 24
See whalS happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Green's
only live television news source!
4 Questions/Story Ideas: 372 8997 k'

Drink Specials / Pool Tables

full baths, private parking, on-site laundry, and lots of storage. Landlord pays

I

:! rr
BG2'
1
■
L

Charlestown ApartmenLs - 710 Scott Hamilton A and 730 Scott I lamilton A,B,C, & I)

t

help the struggle for Palestinian |

For Group 20 - 500!

Wednesday
y Night:
mgm:

Come see u/hy

I

Kuchma. Arafat said talks would
focus on "what Ukraine can do to

1

To register
call STAR-90
372.8966

$525 mo. unfurn.,

Kiev, for talks with President Leonid

Party Packages Available

Jazz Night %/p

H§'r§ fiuiiu Hi
hot & cold water, sewer o waste disposal

Moscow to the Ukrainian capital,

RvCEvWRVRK

www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

Check out summer dates, deadlines
and registration information online:

For information call Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs, 419.372.8181

role.
Arafat went later Tuesday from I

? Watch BG 24 News!

Summer at Bowling Green State University — your answer to
credit courses, special workshops and education abroad opportunities.
Choose from several categories in the summer catalog.

m

was launched in 1991. But the Unit-]
ed States has played a far greater]

5700 TELEGRAPH RD TOLEDO OH

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

IIP! Make your move — Register for summer at BCSU today!

http://www.bgsu.edu/colIeges/ContEd/

the Mideast peace process, which

<%n

WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?

m

laid out in the peace agreements tol
allow more time for negotiations.
Russia is officially a co-sponsor oil

COWIE OiV OUT TO:

AVAILABLE BEGINNING MAY 15 or AUGUST 15!

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

five-year interim autonomy perio

LOOKING- FOR AN EXCITING. UNIQUE LOCATION
FOR YOUR END OF SCHOOL YEAR PARTY?

Bentwood Subdivision
'
•
'
•
'

but urged Arafat to avoid rushing
the process.
Arafat has been receiving advice
to delay almost everywhere during
consultations in Europe, the Middle
East and the United States over the
past month. This current lour takes
him next to China. Japan and possibly India and Malaysia, aides say.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu opposes Palestinian
statehood and has threatened to
counter such a unilateral declaration
by annexing parts of the West Bank
and Gaza Strip still under Israeli
control.
Russian Foreign Minister Igor
Ivanov, at a press conference after
talks with Arafat, proposed that
Israel and Palestinians extend the

T^T<

i.

117 L%hman: One bedrot
lower duplex with double living
rooms. Front porch. S480.00
per monlh plus utilities for a 12
month lease.
205 W. Washington: One bedroom upper duplex. S420.00 per
month plus utilities for a 12
month lease.
117 1/2 Lehman: Three bedroom upper duplex. Located
near downtown. S550.00 per
month plus utilities tor a 12
month lease.

Did you know?
Burning a body during cremation releases harmful gases into
the air including carbon dioxide,
which induces global warming.
Only bone chips return to the
earth during this process, assuming they arc scattered. Visit
www.memorialecosvstcrns.CQni
to learn how you can expire
without becoming toxic waste.
Sponsored by the
Center for
Knv iron mental
Programs and
your Campus
Recycling
Program.
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Russian agency exports emergency skills
The Associated Press
MOSCOW — When Russia
sent 76 people, two dogs and
nearly 30 tons of equipment to
help Colombia dig out from its
recent earthquake, the Colombians were grateful, friendly and
more than a little baffled.
■ Who were these people in
Ugly blue and orange jumpsuits
who barely spoke Spanish, and
why had they traveled halfway
around the world to help a
nation that had little to offer in
return?
And isn't Russia broke, anyway?
Well, yes. Lack of money hasn't noticeably slowed down Russia's Emergency Situations Ministry, a remarkable post-Soviet
creation that has sent crack rescue crews all over the globe.
' Earthquake rescues in Turkey,
humanitarian aid to the former
Yugoslavia, refugee resettlement
in Rwanda.
"No matter how hard it is in
Russia, Russia has to help those
'who have an even harder time,"
explained First Vice-Minister
Yuri Vorobiev. "Certainly, we
can't help on the same scale as
the United States or Germany ...

But this is a matter of principle."
Principle. Russia earns desperately needed cash from some
of these operations, carried out
under contract with the U.N.
High
Commissioner
for
Refugees — whose acting chief
in Russia, Victor Andreev, complains that "their prices are a bit
on the high side."
In other cases such as the
Colombia mission, which cost
$176,000, Russia asks for and
receives nothing.
The Emergency Situations
Ministry — Emercom for short
— is one of the most effective
and popular agencies in Russia's
post-Soviet government, one of
the few thus far untainted by
allegations of corruption.
Most of its work is carried out
within Russia, where the declining economy and crumbling
infrastructure have created a fertile environment for disaster.
Plane crashes, building collapses, gas explosions, fires —
increasingly, the ministry finds
itself responding to manmade
disasters as much as natural
ones.
Although the ministry insists
that Russia's economic crisis is
not, in itself, an "emergency situ-

ation," it found itself airlifting
fuel late last year when cashstrapped Arctic cities ran out and
were unable to provide heat to
their residents.
The ministry was founded in
1991 in the twilight of the Soviet
era. By one account, it grew out
of the Soviet experience in Armenia following the devastating
earthquake there in 1988.
Soviet rescue teams, working
side-by-side with the International Red Cross and other foreign
organizations,
were
shocked to see how well
equipped and trained the outsiders were, and how shabby the
Soviet Red Cross and Red Crescent were by comparison.
Andrei Legoshin, then a
young Soviet rescue worker and
now a high-ranking Emercom
official, recalled his wonder at
the foreigners, who worked with
crisp efficiency and carried tools,
such as hydraulic lifts, that were
unimaginable to Soviet rescue
crews.
"It was a shock for our country," Legoshin said.
The
Soviets
vowed
to
improve. The result was the
Emergency Situations Committee, which became a full-fledged

Associated Press Photo

Rescuers with Russic-s Emergency Situations Ministry carry a Columbian girl, Injured after an
earthquake, to an ambulance in the Columbian town of Armenia.
Cabinet ministry in 1994.
It now has 30,000 employees,
including 23,000 civil defense
troops that previously reported
to the Defense Ministry.
The civil defense troops are
the grunts of the emergency
agency; elite rescue crews are the

special forces. The best and most
experienced are designated as
"international class" rescuers.
These were the leaders of
Emercom's 10-day trip to Colombia, where Russian rescue teams
helped search for survivors and
medical teams helped treat the
injured in the Jan. 25 earthquake.

The trip, the biggest international operation in the agency's
history, was put together on 11
hours' notice. Aboard the big
Ilyushin 76 jet, rescuers and doctors sat on crates or on the floor
— most of the seats were taken
out to make way for equipment.

Hitman hire goes awry; many facing trial
The Associated Press
ABILENE, Texas — Sixteenyear-old Brandon Lund wanted
his father dead. So the teen-ager
came up with a solution straight
out of the "T.J. Hooker" reruns
he loved to watch: He hired a hitman.
But when Brandon had a
change of heart, the former Boy
Scout learned that calling off a
hit isn't like canceling a dentist
appointment.
On Monday, the alleged hitman, Billy Don Wilson, went on
trial on murder charges for
allegedly breaking into the Lund

home with five other people and
killing Brandon's father for his
$5,000 gun collection in 1998.
Brandon was also slashed with a
knife but survived.
"When you set out to find
cold-blooded, calculating people, the tables can turn on you in
horrible ways that can't be predicted," said District Attorney
James Eidson. "Apparently, the
gun collection enticed Wilson so
much that he didn't care about
whether Brandon wanted his
father dead or not. In fact, Brandon became a liability in a plan
he initiated."
If convicted, Wilson, 23, will

receive an automatic life sentence. Prosecutors are not seeking the death penalty.
Brandon, now 17, was convicted in October and sentenced
to two years in a juvenile prison.
He and two members of Wilson's
gang are expected to testify
against Wilson. Three others are
awaiting trial on lesser charges.
It's not clear why Brandon
wanted someone to kill his
father, 46-year-old Mark Lund.
At Brandon's trial, prosecutor
Dan Joiner argued that the teenager had no specific reason: "He
just didn't like the way his father
was running the household."

Brandon, who loved old cop
shows, sought out a hired killer.
Police say he fell in with a crowd
of rough outcasts who robbed
homes, stole cars and were willing to kill Brandon's father for a
price — the man's military gun
collection.
The pack was deep into masterminding the killing when Wilson, its leader, received a phone
call. It was Brandon, sounding
scared and confused, but certain
that he had changed his mind.
"Brandon's
position
has
always been that whatever he
said, he did everything in his
power to stop what was going

on," said Brandon's lawyer, Ed
Paynter. "I've always maintained
that whatever Brandon did didn't have a damn thing to do with
those six hoodlums killing his
dad."
Prosecutors say Wilson and
his gang went ahead with their
plan anyway and executed it
with assassinlike efficiency.
Dressed in black, they cut the
phone line and crept through a
window. After ransacking the
house, Wilson pushed Mark
Lund onto a bed, shoved a pillow in his face and shot him in
the head, prosecutors allege.
Then, a member of Wilson's

gang scratched a cross on Brandon's face with her fingernail
and slashed his throat with a
knife, prosecutors say.
Wilson's attorney, Mike Fouts,
said he will suggest that someone else in the gang was the gunman.
"One thing is apparent,"
Fouts said. "From the get-go
everyone is telling different stories and trying to cover themselves. We have to look more
closely at the situation to really
determine what happened that
night."
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FOR FACULTY and STAFF at BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

HELPING YOU BUILD A
SECURE FINANCIAL FUTURE
IS AN IMPORTANT JOB.
FORTUNATELY, TIAA-CREF
HAS THE PERFECT RESUME.
With 80 years of leadership experience in our field,
TIAA-CREF is eminently qualified to help you build a
comfortable, worry-free retirement.
Our references are equally impeccable —today, two million of the
best minds in America trust us with their retirement plans, turn to
us for mutual funds and their insurance needs.
Allow us to review our qualifications.
Superior strength
With $200 billion in assets, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest retirement organization—and among the most solid. TIAA is one of only
a handful of companies to have earned top ratings for financial
strength, and CREF is one of Wall Street's largest investors.'

We believe that our service distinguishes us from every other
retirement company. In a recent nationwide survey of retirement plans,
TIAA-CREF was voted number one in participant satisfaction.3

Solid, long-term performance

Now You Can Join, Too

We seek out long-term opportunities that other companies, in pursuit
of quick gains, often miss. Though past performance can't guarantee
future results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely
rewarding.
Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among the lowest in the insurance
and mutual fund industries.2 Therefore, more of your money goes

where it should—towards ensuring your future.
Easy diversification
We offer a wide variety of expertly managed investment options to
help build your assets. With stock, bond, money market, and real
estate accounts to choose from—as well as a guaranteed annuity —
TIAA-CREF makes diversification easy.
Unrivaled service

Recent legislation in Ohio makes many people at Bowling Green
State University eligible for Ohio's Alternative Retirement Plan
(ARP). That gives you the chance to put TIAA-CREF's experience
to work for you.
Choosing an ARP is an important decision that you should weigh
carefully. For information that may make your ARP decision easier,
please call us at 1 877 ARP-OHIO or visit our website.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."

S

» (Superior). A.M. Best£a: AAA Duff * Phclps; Aa*. Moody's Investors Services: AAA. Standard and Poor's for stability, sound investments, cUimi-paying ability, aiind overall financial strength. These ratings of TIAA as an insurance company do not apply to CREF or the
A Real Estate Account. 5«**WcX/Wi (MMIto/teM 1998; Upper Analytical Services. Inc.. I»**r-AmWAnalytical Ai/a, 1996 (Quarterly). DALBAR.. Inc . 199?Dtfmti
1997DrfiwJ CWruWff
t\<*tniaii*x ExttUtmt
ExcelUm A*fes*>.
Kdluif*. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Sen
Services. In
distributes CREF certificates and internal in the TIAA Real Estate Account Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inc. distributes the TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds. For more complete information, including charm and expenses, please call for prospectuses.
Read them carefully before you invest or send money. To request prospectuses, call I 800 8-42-2733. ext 6509. Investments in securities such aa mutual funds and variable annuities are subject to certain risks including the possible loss of principal.
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3 Mummies discovered in Argentina; 2 boys, 1
The Associated Press
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
— Three 500-year-old Inca mummies, the apparent victims of a
ritual sacrifice, have been found
frozen and in near-perfect condition on an Andes mountaintop in
northern Argentina.
Or. Johan Reinhard said Tuesday that the exceptionally wellpreserved remains of two boys
and a girl found last month atop
the 22,000-foot Mount Llullaillaco near Argentina's border with
Chile may offer scientists a rare
opportunity to conduct DNA
testing on centuries-old bodies.
The mummies apparently
contain frozen blood in their
heart and lungs, which could

reveal ground-breaking clues
about diet, disease and conditions during the time of the
Incas, the U.S. archaeologist said.
Speaking with The Associated
Press, he said the mummies had
to be removed from under nearly
six feet of dry rock and earth
from a burial platform.
Reinhard said two of the
mummies were wrapped in intricately woven textiles, but an
exact cause of death was not
immediately clear. He said CAT
scans of the mummies showed
all of their internal organs were
intact.
"These bodies were frozen, as
opposed to past bodies which
were freeze-dried," said Rein-

hard, speaking in an interview
from Salta, a northern Argentine
city near the site. "They are very
lifelike."
"I expect that when we
unwrap them, we will even be
able to see the expressions on
their faces," he said. "The arms
looked perfect, even down to the
peach fuzz hairs, and the CAT
scans have shown that even the
kidneys are intact."
Scientists said the burial platform also held offerings to the
Inca gods, including 35 gold, silver and shell statues. Also recovered were ornate woven and
embroidered textiles, moccasins
and pottery, some still containing
food.

"Almost all of the statues are
in a state of perfect preservation,
including lids on the pottery and
even food offerings of meat
jerky," said Reinhard.
The expeditionary force that
recovered the mummies included American, Argentine and
Peruvian researchers who had to
brave mountain extremes such as
snowstorms and high winds. A
grant from the National Geographic Society partially funded
the dig.
Reinhard's crew needed 12
days at the mountain's peak to
recover the bodies.

Associated Press Photol

Shown is the face of one of the three 500-year-old Inca mum-|
mies, found frozen on an Andean volcano peak In Argentina.

China, U.S. attempt to strike a deal to halt NATO airstrikes
The Associated Press

1

WASHINGTON
- Chinese
Premier Zhu Rongji's visit to the
United States comes at a time of
particularly
tense relations
between Beijing and Washington, including a stark dispute
over the bombing of Yugoslavia.
China has called for an immediate halt to the NATO airstrikes.
And Chinese leaders even considered postponing Zhu's sixcity, nine-day visit that was
beginning on Tuesday in Los
Angeles.
Even so, Zhu still hopes to
close a deal with the Clinton

administration to allow Beijing
to join the World Trade Organization, which regulates international trade, after 13 years of trying.
In advance of his coming to
Washington on Thursday, U.S.
and Chinese trade negotiators
worked furiously to try to strike
a deal that could be announced
during the visit.
Zhu also will visit Denver,
Chicago, New York and Boston,
courting the political and business elite at each stop. He may
observe financial markets, possibly the New York Stock
Exchange and the Chicago Board
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of Trade.
China hopes to attract the foreign investment needed to help
its slowing economy.
While in Washington, Zhu
was to dine with Clinton on
Thursday evening, hold meetings with officials of the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund and meet on Friday
with a handful of lawmakers
back early from the two-week
congressional recess.
"We hope that they will
understand better the importance of China-U.S. relations,"
said Yu Shuning, a spokesman
for the Chinese Embassy-

Criticism in Congress of
China's human rights record is
bipartisan and widespread.
Adding to the tensions are
concerns over alleged Chinese
nuclear espionage, Pentagon
reports of a missile buildup
against Taiwan and alleged Chinese campaign contributions to
Clinton's 1996 re-election campagin.
The Chinese, in turn, resent a
U.S. initiative to provide a missile-defense shield for Japan and
Taiwan.
China also strongly opposes
U.S. sponsorship at the annual
U.N. Human Rights Commission
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meeting in Geneva of a resolution
condemning
Beijing's
human rights record.
The recent Communist Partyordered crackdown on dissidents who formed an opposition
parly helped solidify anti-China
sentiment in Congress.
"Of course, it will not be an
easy task," Zhu told reporters in
advance of his trip. "But I will go
anyway."
And, in an interview published in Tuesday's editions of
the Wall Street Journal, Zhu
asserted that the administration
had recently backed away from
closing a deal on trade "due to
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ON SATUE
ll142 Button wood #A&C:
One bedroom. #A $395.00, #C
j'$355.00 per month for a 12 month [
I lease plus utilities.
J, 224 1/2 Troup: One bedroom upper"
f itiuplex. $300.00 per month plus
\ utilities for a 12 month lease.
r 824 Sixth St. #1,3,5,7 & 8: Two
it bedroom apartments. FREE GAS
r HEAT, WATER & SEWER. $480.00 per
If month for a 12 month lease plus electric.
ft 224 Troup: Two bedroom lower duplex.
Close to campus. $525.00 per month plus «
utilities for a 12 month lease.
352-5620
.332 S. Main (our only office) fOIUI HOaiVwfc
www.newlovereally.com
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JTEJANO STYLES

BAD BOYZZ FJ DM ADR! ^IICHIGAN
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HOR D'OUEVRESAND CASH BAR AVAILABLE.
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TICKETS 57/SINGLE. SIO/COUPLE IN ADVANCE.

S1 0/SINGLE. $ 1 5/COUPLE AT DOOR
BURSARABLE
CALL

pressure from Congress."
Congress is still in its spring I
recess — probably sparing Zhu I
the harshest of criticism ofl
China's human-rights record]
while he is here.
"We want to work with the I
premier, we want to advance our I
national interests to work with I
China where we can on areas ofl
interest," said James P. Rubin, the I
State Department spokesman.
He cited recent developments in
North Korea, India and Pak-I
istan's nuclear programs and
international terrorism.

419.372.8325 FOR MORE INFORMATION

Tickets aje available at the Center for Multicultural &
Academic Initiatives, 424 Student Services Bldg.. and at
the Student Activities Office, room 330 of the Union.

111 1/2 Main St., Portage: Upper one bedroom duplex with eat in kitchen. One car
garage. $435.00 per month plus utilities for
a 12 month lease.
111 E. Main St., Portage: Two bedroom
lower duplex. $450.00 per month plus utilities for a 12 month lease.
202 W. Main St., Portage: Two bedroom
unfurnished duplex. $425.00 per month plus
utilities for a 12 month lease.
119 S. Second St., Portage: Two bedroom
house. Washer/dryer hookup. One car
garage. $535.00 per month plus utilities for
a 12 month lease.
332 S. Main (our only office)

"«^

352-5620

www. newloverealty. com
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Come White Water Rafting!

THE NATIONAL DAY OF SILENCE
Participants in the National Day of Silence will take a vow of
silence from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in honor of those who have been
silenced for their sexuality or support of gay rights and those who
cannot "come out" to speak out against injustice.
Participants will use a card with these words on it to identify their part
in keeping silent:
Please understand my reasons for not speaking today. I support
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender rights. People who are
silent today believe that laws and attitudes should be inclusive of
people of all sexual orientations. The Day of Silence is to draw
attention to those who have been silenced by hatred, oppression
and prejudice. Think about the voices you are not hearing.

What can you do to end the silence?
Attend
BREAKING THE SILENCE: A CAMPUS ROUND TABLE
TONIGHT, 7:30 p.m., PROUT MAIN LOBBY

SPONSORED BY VISION, CALL 372-0555 FOR MORE INFORMATION

I

i;

i

Date: April 10,1999
Time:7:00am-10:00pm
Price: $37(includes ticket,
transportation and lunch)
How: Sign up in the UAO
Office, 330 Student Union.
Any?'s, call MikeNgimorJenny
Junkat 372-2343

I
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Kennedy homes provide fundraiser opportunities
The Associated Press
HYANNIS PORT, Mass. —
For $100,000, Democratic Party
donors will be able to spend a
Camelot weekend at the storied
Kennedy family compound in
Hyannis Port where Jack, Bobby
! and Teddy used to play touch
football.
For decades, Democrats have
happily given money to visit
Kennedy homes and help out the
latest Kennedy running for
office.
But
the
$100,000-a-head
retreat on Cape Cod, scheduled
for September, marks the first
time the home will be used for a
major, national campaign contribution drive.

It's part of a fund-raising
drive led by Rep. Patrick
Kennedy, D-R.l., to retake the
House.
Kennedy,
31,
the
youngest son of Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., is head of the
Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee.
"It's sort of irresistible, if you
can afford it, to get a peek into
how the royal family lives and
plays," said Dan Payne, a Boston
political consultant. "For some
people, an affiliation with the
Kennedys is sort of a life goal."
Patrick Kennedy was appointed to head the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee
in the fall after throwing a clambake at the Hyannis Port com-

pound. The event was believed
to have raised at least $250,000.
During this election cycle, the
committee hopes to raise $50
million by offering retreats in
posh places to wealthy donors
and dinners with top Democrats.
Critics said the idea demonstrates the need to change the
nation's campaign finance system.
"When we have a system
that's democracy for rent, I certainly can't be surprised when I
see the Hyannis Port compound
for rent, too," said Meredith
McGehee, spokeswoman for the
clean-government organization
Common Cause.

Associated Prets Photo
Senator Edward M. Kennedy stands by his wife Victoria, in front of houses inside the Kennedy
compound in Hyannis Port, Mass. As a part of a Democratic Party fundraiser, the Kennedys will
soon be making the home available to weekend visitors at a cost of $100,000.

Starting age of smokers proves vital to health risks
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Smoking in the
teen-age years causes permanent genetic changes in the lungs and forever
increases the risk of lung cancer — even
if the smoker quits, a study finds. And
the younger the smoking starts, the
more damage is done.
The research, at a time when more
than a third of teens take up the smoking habit, shows "there is something
uniquely bad about starting young,"
said John K. Wiencke, a genetics expert
at the University of California, San Francisco, School of Medicine.
The research gives powerful laboratory evidence of why starting smoking
before the age of 18 can be particularly
harmful to long-term health, said
Wiencke, author of a study Wednesday
in the Journal of the National Cancer
Institute.

Youthful smoking on a daily basis
apparently causes lung damage that
lasts a lifetime, he said. Such damage is
less likely among smokers who start in
their 20s.
"It looks like it is the age when smoking starts that is important," Wiencke
said. "It didn't matter if they were heavy
or light smokers — what mattered is
that they started young."
Earlier studies have indicated that
young smoking stunts the lungs' full
development and increases the risk of
breathing problems later in life. Studies
have also shown that smoking in the
teen years is more addictive and that
smokers who begin young are less likely to break the habit.
But Wiencke's study for the first time
shows dramatic and enduring DNA
damage caused by youthful smoking.
"This reinforces the idea that we need
to stop young people from smoking, not

only from the addiction standpoint, but
also from the cancer risk standpoint,"
Wiencke said.
Surveys by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention indicate that
34.8 percent of high school students
were regular smokers in 1995. That
number rose to 36.4 percent in 1997.
Of smokers ages 30 to 39, 62 percent
had tried smoking by the age of 16, and
24.9 percent had taken up the smoking
habit permanently by that age, the CDC
found.
About 3 million teen-agers now
smoke, the government estimates. And
about a third of all smokers will die of
smoking-related illnesses, including
lung and other types of cancers, heart
disease, stroke, emphysema and chronic
pulmonary obstruction.
In their study, Wiencke and colleagues tested for DNA alterations in
the nontumor lung tissue of patients

being treated for lung cancer. The group
included 57 people who were current
smokers, 79 who were former smokers
and seven who had never smoked.
The healthy lung tissue was tested for
the number of DNA alterations per 10
billion cells. Some alterations occur with
age, but the number of gene changes
was much higher among smokers —
and highest of all among those who
started smoking at a young age,
Wiencke said.
For nonsmokers, there were 32 DNA
alterations per 10 billion cells. For current smokers, the alterations were about
eight times higher. The findings were
adjusted statistically for the number of
years smoked and for the amount
smoked.
The startling discovery was that for
former smokers, the important factor
determining DNA damage was when
they started smoking, not how long or

how much, Wiencke said.
Former smokers who started at age 7
through their 15th birthdays had an
average of 164 genetic alterations. Exsmokers who started from ages 15
through 17 had an average of 115
alterations.
Among ex-smokers who didn't start
smoking until after they were 20, however, the DNA alternations averaged 81,
fewer than half that of people who started smoking earliest.
Such alterations occur when chemicals in tobacco smoke fuse with genes in
the DNA of lung cells. These chemical
complexes, called adducts, cause mutations and significantly increase cancer
risk, said Wiencke.

Americans lack optimal cancer treatment, report says
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Eight million Americans require some
form of cancer care each year, but
too many are not getting the best
treatment, says a report issued
Tuesday that suggests creation of
a national system to assess the
quality of cancer care.
"We were all shocked at how
little information is available on
that topic," said Dr. Joseph
Simone of the University of
Utah, co-author of the National
Cancer Policy Board report.
Until there is a system to help
patients assess whether they're
getting optimal care, the report
offered some general advice:
—There are no data on
whether most cancer patients

should go to a high-volume cancer center instead of a smaller
hospital near home. But for complicated and high-risk surgeries,
such as for pancreatic cancer or
the removal of the esophagus or
pelvic organs, and for complicated chemotherapy regimens,
patients should seek out hospitals that perform the highest
numbers of such procedures.
Post-surgical mortality for
those complex cases can be two
to three times higher at hospitals
that treat only a few such
patients a year. Yet the National
Cancer Policy Board report
found that between one-quarter
and one-half of surgeries for pancreatic cancer, one of the disease's deadliest forms, are per-

Only boring people are bored.
Entertainment from here, there end everywhere. Every Thursday In the
NOW section.

BG'S FINEST

formed at inexperienced hospitals.
—All patients should find
oncologists experienced in their
particular form and stage of cancer. A woman with Stage III
breast cancer, for instance,
should specifically ask how
many Stage III breast cancer
patients the doctor has treated.
—Patients should be given all
treatment options before planning a clear approach to therapy.
A single doctor should then coordinate and interpret the care
patients will need from multiple
physicians. It's typical to get
radiation at one site, tests at
another, for example.
The National Cancer Policy
Board was created by the Institute of Medicine and the Nation-

ROSS

UNIVERSITY

Finamial Aid Available for
Qualified Medital and
veterinary Students'.

al Research Council, independent organizations that advise
the government. Tuesday's
report lays out the problem, and
the board will meet later this
year to plan solutions with agencies like the National Cancer
Institute.
"This is a complex and probably formidable task, but we
intend to pursue this with vigor,"
said Simone.
Why the difficulty? Cancer
consists of 100 different diseases
requiring different treatments
depending on their stage of progression. But programs that
count cancer incidence and
deaths often don't record the
patient's disease stage or type of
treatment.
"So if a patient has a bad out-

Over 2,000 Ross Alumni are currently in
residencies or private practice in the U.S.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Approximately 90% pass rate on USMLE on last
3 attempts for first time test lakers
| ♦ Affiliated with over 40 teaching hospitals m the U S
where clinical programs are conducted
I * Approved by N Y.. N.J.. and California

MASTER'S

of

PHTSICM THERAPY PROGRAM

|*> Six semester, entry level post-baccalaureate
professional program
!♦ Clinical Training Sights *i the United States
W»MTI: s*wmM%\m*4-eim

(mail: •dmiiiioMl^rwirweieAi

KOSS

UNIVERSITY
4dii West 34th Street
Sen Vork. M I000I
Phone: 211 Z79-5S00
Pax: MJMMI47

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
I ♦ Traditional U S Veterinary School curriculum
I « Slalled primarily by DVM or Ph D Facully
I + Low Student lo Faculty ratio
| ♦ Clir»cai Affiliations with u S Veterinary Schools

[nail: ■»nmti»m(grll»<H.««'u

come, is it just bad luck or is it quate biopsies and underuse
because they got inappropriate radiation or chemotherapy after
care?" Simone asked.
There is no way to ensure that surgery.
Part of the problem may be
doctors implement the latest cancer guidelines. Physicians some- financial: 7 percent of newly
limes even order too few cancer diagnosed cancer patients lack
screenine tests, the report said.
Take T>reast cancer, where insurance, the report said.
Another problem is poor pain
early detection and treatment is
well-known to be lifesaving. treatment, especially in terminal
More is known about the quality patients. Doctors need to be betof breast cancer care than any ter educated in pain manageother cancer, the report said, yet
ment, Simon said, realizing that
studies show some doctors don't
"the
vast majority of patients .
push patients to get regular
mammograms, perform inade- need not suffer."

Event Marketing Manager
Pro Performance Marketing is in search tor an
outgoing, enthusiastic, reliable, goal oriented student
marketing manager to promote a university sponsored
marketing program throughout the fall 1999 semester.
Responsibilities include:
• Event Coordination
• Staff Management & Motivation
• Operations Management
• Quality Control
Program Benefits include excellent pay. incentive
program, all expense paid training conference in
August, and valuable experience gained in event
marketing. Freshman, sophomores, juniors and student
organization leaders encouraged to apply.
On campus interviews on 4/20/99.
For more into call Kristin at 800-377-1924, ext. 208.

Dhe

FOX RUN APARTMENTS
216 S. Mercer

• 2 large bedrooms,
furnished/unfurnished
• washer and dryer
• dishwasher and microwave
• walk-in closets, extra storage
• central air
• utilities-1/2 the cost of
other buildings

Clough

S

\us of resenttn<V- !

Relax by our pool when you return in
the fall! Our pools are open until it's
TOO COLD TO SWIM!

X Fox Run
McDonald's

U2C
E Wooster

CAMPUS
03

Open Saturday 10-2, M-F 8-4:30

"Call-We'll meet you there."

Preferred Properties Co.
530 S. Maple

352-9378

Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
Membership includes: indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna,
locker room, weight room, tanning
No Parental Guarantees
Also Leasing For: Birchwood, Haven House, Piedmont, 1
Bdrms, Efficiencies, Small Building, Twlnplexes, Lofts

• Summer 1999 BG News Editor
• Fall 1999 BG News Editor
• 1999-2000 Gavel Editor
• 1999-2000 Key Yearbook Editor
• 1999-2000 Miscellany Editor
• 1999-2000 Obsidian Editor
Application forms may be picked up at 204 West Hall.
Deadline is Friday, April 16th, 5 p.m.
J

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
352-9135 _
OpenSqt. 10-2 Sun^ 12-3
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KOSOVOContinued from page one.
Armies of aid workers and
. soldiers set up row upon row of
military tents and latrines for the
refugees, while aid , flights
clogged nearby airports, including the one at Tirana, the capital
of Albania. Some doctors were
on hand, but the squalid conditions and lack of sanitation left
many refugees sick with diarrhea.
Conditions were most desperate at the frontier enclave at
Blace on the Macedonian border,
where some refugees have died.
In order to relieve the refugee
pressure on Macedonia, Western
countries began an airlift to evacuate thousands of refugees from
the former Yugoslav republic.
Several thousand left on flights
late Monday and Tuesday for
Norway and Turkey.
Meanwhile,
the
Clinton
administration announced that

its naval base at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, would be a temporary "safe haven" for up to
20,000 Kosovar refugees in the
coming days.
In its statement, the Yugoslav
leadership said the cessation of
hostilities against the ethnic
Albanian Kosovo Liberation
Army in advance of Sunday's
Orthodox Easter was a "gesture
of good will."
Neither the cease-fire declaration nor statements from
Yugoslav officials said anything
about holding fire against NATO
forces, which mounted their
most intensive strikes of the twoweek-old air campaign late Monday and early Tuesday, and
promised heavier firepower to
come.
The allies demand that Milosevic withdraw military and
paramilitary troops from Kosovo
and accept an international military force to police a settlement
that grants autonomy to Kosovo,

a province of the main Yugoslav
republic of Serbia.
But in a sign of deteriorating
relations, unknown assailants
hurled a hand grenade at Belgrade's only mosque Tuesday.
The blast injured no one, but
shattered windows and slightly
damaged the building, Beta
news agency reported.
In Washington, Defense Secretary William Cohen said the Serb
cease-fire offer is "not only completely unacceptable, but it's
absurd." He said accepting a
cease-fire now would be an
"abdication of responsibility" by
NATO.
Vis.ir Reka, a rebel spokesman
in Albania, agreed. "We do not
trust Milosevic's cease-fire," he
told The Associated Press. "We
will not accept any cease-fire
without NATO presence in
Kosovo."
Yugoslav deputy prime minister Vuk Draskovic said if NATO
pressed ahead with airstrikes

COUNCIL
mosquitoes breed. This includes
removing abandoned tires,
cleaning eaves troughs and periodically emptying bird baths.
City officials also looked past
the summer to the new year, saying that Bowling Green is wellprepared for the Y2K computer
bug. The Y2K bug occurs when
computers misread the "00" in
the year 2000, causing them to
shut down or malfunction.

The city has hired Dave
McDonald, a computer specialist, to run an item-by-item check
of major government systems.
"We feel that we are well
ahead of the curve," Fawcett
said. "We've identified software
that can take care of the Y2K
problem."
Utilities Director Darryl
Stockburger said that the city's
water treatment plant has very
little computer equipment to
check out.

However, Stockburger reported that all but two of the city's
traffic tights will need software
replacement.
"It's not a big problem, but it
is enough to keep us busy,"
Stockburger said.

USG
. Continued from page one.
nizational seats in the senate.
World Student Association
senator Ikechukwu Oguejiofor
voiced concerns that the new
constitution and by-laws will cut
the number of organizational
seats in USG too much. According to Oguejiofor, fewer organizational seats means that minorities will be underrepresented in
USG.
"We have a minority.. .whose
voice needs to be heard," Oguejiofor said. "We need organizational senators to keep this thing
(USG) in check. ... We need
them, as many as possible."
President Kevin Hussey, however, warned that USG had
already resolved the number of

organizational seats when it
passed its new constitution. He
added that if the by-laws are not
approved, either the constitution
will have to be changed or USG
would not be able to properly fill
the organizational seats.
"We won't know how to fill
these seats," Hussey said. "And
it's going to be half-assed, like
half the things we do."
After the meeting, president
Hussey was upset over the senators' supposed lack of knowledge and preparation for the
meeting.
"It's important to really know
what you're talking about,"
Hussey said, complaining that
many senators weren't putting
enough effort into their jobs for
USG. "If you want to play junior

Sibs N' Kids Weekend
April 16 -18

politician, that's great. But join a
club or something."
Senator Kate Newnam disagreed with Hussey's sentiment.
"1 don't think that's true,"
Newnam said. "I think for the
most part, most of the senators
were prepared."
Newnam and other senators
expressed
frustration
that
instead of tabling the by-laws
earlier they discussed the bylaws the entire meeting.
"Basically, the thing that upset
me was that we tabled all of the
old business," said senator Kris
Kelley.

1
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mweekend Highlights!!!
Friday
•T-Shirt Sale 10am-3pm Education Bldg. Steps
•Goofy Bowling Olympics 7-9pm, Union
•Movie - Mulan 8 & 11pm, 111 Olscamp
Saturday
•T-Shirt Sale 9am-Noon, Union Foyer & Noon-3pm, Library Patio
•Carnival Noon-3pm. Library Patio
•Radar Speed Pitch Noon-3pm, Library Patio - benefit the
American Red Cross
•Movie - Mulan 8 & 11pm, 11 Olscamp
•They Might Be Giants Concert 8pm, Anderson Arena
•Planetarium
-r- tcit K-'UUIUI i r unv»»o
Shows ©
« tpirii*
2pm & 7:30pm
* .«*wf"i

Continued from page one.
refugees.
Ana Tereza Pereira, a senior
journalism and theater major,
served as the head delegate for
Italy and as a member of the
NATO committee. She said that
even though the Kosovo conflict
started right as the group was
getting ready to go to New York,
they still had two days before
they left to discuss Italy's position in the Kosovo situation.
As the head delegate and
NATO .representative, Pereira
said she decided to go for a topic
that would give Italy a solid base
of support from other countries,
rather than solely focusing on
the Kosovo area. By bringing up
the refugee problem she knew
she would get more support.
"Our main concern was with
the refugees," she said. "Italy is
extremely concerned that the
refugees will affect the economy
and the tourism. Italy is right
across from Macedonia, Albania
and Kosovo, so I knew that the
problem would eventually affect
them."
Peel also emphasized the economic issues related to the
refugee problem. He said that
much of the discussion dealt
with economic aid like food and
shelter.
"We were very interested in
staying true to our character," he

return to non-violent negotiations," Peet said.
A peaceful resolution is not
always as close as one would
wish though, especially when
you are dealing with different
countries and different interests.
"I never experienced war so
close to me as I did," Pereira
said. "War in terms of not only
what is happening in Kosovo,
but also what is happening
behind the scenes. I also realized
how hard it is to reach a consensus among different nations."
According to Peet, the students did a great job dealing
with difficult political issues
though.
"They really put themselves
in the places of other countries in
respect to the problems that are
going on," he said. "I'm very
pleased and impressed with
their dedication. We're looking
forward to next year."
Peet said he will have a new
Model UN team selected by the
first week of November next
semester. Students who are interested partaking in another country's politics through the Model
UN program can apply during
the first week of October.
The application and information on the application process
can be downloaded from the
hyperlink nmun.htm at the website
http://www.bgsu.edu/~cpeet.

The Athletic Academic Affairs Office is looking for
qualified applicants who are interested in joining their
Tutorial Staff for the 1999-2QQ0 academic year.
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Apartment living NOT
what you expected?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summer 1999 and Fall 1999 Leasing!
Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
no rent payments during school breaks
semester leases
close to campus
on-site laundry facility
$850/semester
includes heat, electric, cable

Call Sara and Andy Strand at
Newman Housing
for details on hassle free living

353-9164 „__

Applications will be accepted from April 5-16.
Interviews will be held from April 19-21.
RHOCHI
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RHOCHI

RHOCHI

Monday
closed
Tuesday
Bring Your Own CD
$2.00 Domestic Pichers
Free Pool
Wednesday
Dave Matthews Night
Watch for details about
. Dave concert ticket give away
Thursday
Ladies Night
No Cover Before Midnight
Friday & Saturday
Draft Specials
32oz. personal pitchers
OVER 21 NO WAITING IN LINE
have I. P. ready at door

352-2447
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RHO CHI

RHO CHI

RHO CHI

1999 Rho Chi Team
Annie Rho Chi
Nicole Rho Chi
Jana Rho Chi
Kelly Rho Chi
Nicole Rho Chi
Kerry Rho Chi
Trish Rho Chi
Jessica Rho Chi
Kim Rho Chi
Alicia Rho Chi
Carrie Rho Chi
Meghann Rho Chi
Jenn Rho Chi
Sarah Rho Chi
Kelli Rho Chi
Julie Rho Chi
Erika Rho Chi
Stacey Rho Chi

Happy Hour 7:00-9:00 Monday Thru Friday
$1.00 Domestic Bottles
$1.00 Well Drinks

c

said. "Yes, we're agreeing with
NATO's position, but at the same
time we're demanding that other
countries share the burden with
the refugees."
Pereira said she found it very
interesting to see the positions
the different countries were taking in relation to the conflict,
especially from non-allied countries like Russia and Yugoslavia.
According to Pereira, Russia,
represented by California State
University at Northridge, was
never really interested in discussing the Kosovo conflict in
depth and would try to close the
debate on the topic before any
resolutions had been suggested.
Yugoslavia on the other hand,
which was represented by Chapman University was informed
upon arrival at the conference
that they would not be allowed
to vote in any committee, be a
sponsor (person writing the resolutions to a problem) or a signature (person supporting the resolutions).
While the Kosovo conflict is
far from a peaceful situation at
the moment, the students had to
search for a solution to the problem. According to Peel, it was
important that the students try to
draft a resolution that the majority of the countries could agree
on.
"There was a strong emphasis
placed on that both sides need to

* ALL SUBJECT AREAS NEEDED
* HOW TO APPLY:
Complete an application and turn in a copy of your
BGSU unofficial transcript to the Athletic Academic
Affairs Office. The Athletic Academic Affairs Office
is located in Memorial Hall Room 200. 372-7096

Sunday

*

Albanian civilians.
A KLA commander told The I
Associated Press by satellite telephone that government forces
burned about 10 villages around
the southern town of Jablanica,
near the Albanian border. He
said seven KLA fighters and 12
civilians had been killed.
"We're here," said the com-1
mander, Ramush Hajredina.
"But we're having a lot of trou-1
bles. There's not enough food for |
people, and we must go from
house lo house, village to village, I
hiding from the Serbs."
In New York, Jesse Jackson
appealed for the return of three |
captured U.S. soldiers during a
meeting
with
Yugoslavia's I
ambassador to the United
Nations, Vladislav Jovanovic.
The Americans were captured
last week along the Macedonia
border.

* RATE OF PAY:
$5.15 - $6.00
* QUALIFICATIONS: Upperclassmen only
(Sophomore - Graduate level)
Minimum 3.00 Cumulative GPA
Must be able to tutor at least 2
different subject areas

£

532 E. Wooster

miles southeast of Belgrade.
Yugoslav officials said at least 12
people were killed and dozens
hurt.
NATO said its weapons had
targeted a nearby military post.
NATO Air Commodore David
Wilby of Britain said it was possible that one of the weapons
"fell short" due to a guidance
system fault, incoming fire or
another cause and that "any
unintended damage" is "very
much regretted."
In Aleksinac, two bodies,
along with pools of blood and
human body parts, could be seen
in the wreckage of the apartment
building. Bricks and roof tiles
were strewn about, some hundreds of feet from the blast.
The number of casualties in
the central Serbian town could
not be independently confirmed.
Reports from inside Kosovo,
meanwhile, point to an escalation of Serb forces' campaign
against both the KLA and ethnic

MODEL

Continued from page one.
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now, "it would be very clear ...
NATO is against peace."
The declaration followed a
night of intense attacks in which
NATO planes and missiles blasted fuel depots, oil refineries,
roads and bridges across
Yugoslavia.
NATO has insisted from the
outset that it has no plans to send
in ground troops, a position criticized Tuesday by former British
Prime Minister John Major.
While saying he supported
the bombing campaign, Major
said it was "a mistake" to not at
least threaten Milosevic with
ground forces.
The latest bombings included
a midmoming strike Tuesday in
the Kosovo capital, Pristina.
Yugoslavia's
Tanjug
news
agency reported raids near the
western Kosovo city of Pec.
A NATO missile late Monday
struck a residential neighborhood in Aleksinac, a mining
town of 17,000 people about 100
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Natalie Rho Chi
Lisa Rho Chi
Kristie Rho Chi
Katie Rho Chi
Jennifer Rho Chi
Jackie Rho Chi
Julie Rho Chi
Sarah Rho Chi
Michele Rho Chi
Patti Rho Chi
Erin Rho Chi
Juliane Rho Chi
Beth Rho Chi
Alycia Rho Chi
Amy Rho Chi
Karin Rho Chi
Elyssa Rho Chi
kitty Rho Chi
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View
B*i' from
the
bench

What can be
finer than
opening day?
Opening day.
The words sound like church
bells ringing in joyous harmony
on Easter Sunday.
To some, Monday was a holiday that transcends Christmas,
the Fourth of July and Presidents
Day combined. For the first time
this year, the games counted, the
pitches were real and the home
runs landed in crowded outfield
bleachers.
Baseball has arrived. Let us
rejoice.
Is there any finer day in regular season sports than opening
day? Baseball is America and the
country can now turn away from
the
NBA
on
TNT/NBC/TBS/Animal Planet/The Lifetime Network, to
lake part in the purest spectacle
that sports has to offer.
Every day they write the
book
Can Kevin Brown earn his
$100 million contract with the
Dodgers? Will the Indians ever
find a way to win that elusive
World Scries? Will this be the
year Mark McGwire hits the
moon with one of his trademark
mammoth blasts? The story has
just begun to write itself.
And what a story it can turn
out to be if opening day is any
prelude of things to come.
The experts say baseball will
not be able to match the excitement of last year's home run
race and the Yankees' invincible
squad. However, Mark McGwire
began his quest to prove them
wrong by belting his first homer
of what Americans hope will be
71.
The Yankees put a Rocket on
the mound and hoped to pick up
where they left off. But the
defending world champions and
the most storied franchise in all
of sports fell to the A's 5-3 in a
rain shortened eight inning
game. But still, the Yankees and
their new ace Roger Clemens can
hold their heads high knowing
that they might be more powerful this year than last year.

Tennis loses 2 matches over weekend
tally 5-2.

By MARK WIESE
The BG News
Riding into last week's matches on an eight match winning
streak, the Bowling Green
women's tennis team's confidence was high — maybe a little
loo high.
The Falcons hit the road again
last weekend traveling to Marshall, losing 5-2. Then, Saturday
BG headed to Oxford and lost to
a strong Miami team by the same

"We played two tough teams
and we know we have the ability
to beat them, we just did not put
our best games together last
weekend," BG's Meghan Rhodes
said.
Having won eight matches in
a row, including one against
defending champion Eastern
Michigan, last weekend was an
entire different story as the Falcons were swept.
"We were close in each match

but we just did not execute
against Marshall and Miami,"
BG's Devon Bissinger said.
This evens BG's Mid-American Conference record at two
and two and the Falcons overall
fall to 14-4 for the season.
Individually (or the Falcons,
Erika Wasilewski and Deidee
Bissinger added match wins in
the losing effort against Marshall. Abby Bratlon and Devon
Bissinger picked up victories
against Miami Saturday.

The Falcons are looking at
these losses as merely a test for
the MAC Tournament at the end
of the year. Each team in the
MAC is pretty evenly talented
and the Falcons are using these
matches to feel out the other
teams.
"Losing those matches might
be better for us because when
MAC Tournament time comes
around, it will be better for us,"
Bissinger said. "We will be hungrier to win."

The BG News
The Michigan Wolverine baseball team visited the windy setting of Steller Field Tuesday.
They departed with an 8-7 come
from behind victory over Bowling Green.
The Falcons drop to 12-11
overall. The victory improves the
Wolverines record to 16-13 overall.
Falcon starting pitcher Ryan
Streb pitched five innings without giving up an earned run
striking out three Michigan batters.
"Strebber
pitched
well
enough to win and [Chad] Curlis
came in and did a nice job," BG
coach Danny Schmitz said. "You
can't fault the pitching."
Michigan only earned one of
its runs. The rest came off Falcon
mishaps. The most significant
breakdown came in the top of
the fifth with Streb on the
mound.
The Wolverines trailed 5-1.
Michigan second baseman
Bobby Scales stepped up to the
plate with one out, promptly singling to right center. Jason
Alcaraz reached base on a fielder's choice. Alcaraz took second
on a throwing error by Falcon
second baseman Kenny Burdine
which allowed Scales to take
third.
Mike Cervanek, the 1998
Michigan MVP, scored Scales on
a ground out sending Alcaraz to
third. A single by Bryan Besco
followed by a triple by Brian
Bush put two more runs on the
board.

Wolverine designated hitter
Robbie Reid walked to the plate
with two out and a runner on
third. Reid sent a Streb pitch up
into the wind blowing out
toward right field. The result
was a two run homerun taking
the lead 6-5.
"We had the one inning where
we couldn't make routine plays
and it ended up costing us five
runs," Schmitz said. "Routine
plays like that, we should be able
to do those in our sleep. Its
something which we have got to
bounce back from and we have
to learn from. We're young, but
they have got to learn that they
have to concentrate on both
sides of the ball.
If you're hitting,
you still have to
play defense and
we didn't get it
done today."
The Falcons
Danny Schmitz
started
out
strong
with
their bats scoring three runs in
the first two innings.
The big hit came from the bat
of senior first baseman Bob
Niemet. Alan Gilhousen hit a
two out single in the bottom of
the first with Niemet on deck.
The Falcon clean up hitter took a
ball and a strike, then launched
the third pitch high into center
field for a two run homer.
BG added two more in the
fourth. Nick Elrod grounded out
to second base with the bases
loaded scoring Lee Morrison.
With runners on second and
third outfielder Aric Christman
layed down a bunt single scoring
catcher Brad Simon from third.

"It's going to be nice not too
be on the road this weekend,"
Rhodes said. "Being on the road
starts to take a toll and makes the
weekend much longer when you
are traveling for hours."
BG hosts Buffalo Friday,
Akron and Cleveland State Saturday at Keefe courts.

Track has
successful
weekend

Wolverines claw
way to victory
By MATT STEINER

The Falcons are looking forward to playing at home after a
long road trip. BG plays its last
six matches at home.

By PETE STELLA
The BG News

BG News Photo/MIKE I.EHMKUHLE
A BG infielder waits to tag an opponent. The Falcons nearly
pulled out a win against Michigan yesterday.
Just as the run production
picked up for Michigan, the Falcon bats slowed down. The
Wolverines took the lead and
added insurance runs in the
sixth and eighth innings. BG
couldn't score in the fifth, sixth
or seventh.
Their best chance came in the
fifth with the bases loaded following two walks and a single.
Matt Mylnarek look three
pitches for balls. A strike and a
foul ball later, the count was full.
Mylnarek hit a hard ground ball,
but it bounced right to the
Wolverine first baseman tagging
the bag for the third out.
"We started out swinging the
bats pretty well," Schmitz said.
"We jumped out to a five to one
lead, then our bats stopped. We

ended up with seven hits. On a
day like today, we have got to
swing the bats a lot better than
that."
With Michigan leading 8-5,
BG found themselves with two
runners on base after
Simon
was hit by a pitch and Mylnarek
walked. The runners advanced
on a sacrifice bunt. Gilhousen
singled to the right field gap
scoring both runners.
Suddenly, the Wolverines only
led by one. The next batter flew
out ending the inning and the
scoring.
The Falcons travel to South
Bend, Ind. today for a game
against the Notre Dame Fighting
Irish. Lefthander Chris Vaught
will be on the mound for BG.

Last weekend, the Bowling
Green Men's track team competed in the Northwest Ohio Track
and Field Classic at Whittaker
Track for a non-scoring meet.
This was the Falcons' first home
meet and, according to coach
Sterling Martin, the Falcons had
a successful meet.
"I thought it was a nice meet
for us," Martin said. "For what 1
saw, 1 am pretty pleased with the
way our guys competed on the
track and especially in the field
events."
Despite the windy and semicold weather, the Falcons had
two winners in the meet. Junior
John Hustler won the javelin
with a toss of 205-10, which was
a personal best for him. Senior
Dan Flaute won the 5,000 with a
time of 15:33:70.
"Hustler threw a personal
best in the Javelin and (Doug)
Heitkamp continued to jump
well in the high jump for us,"
Martin said. "We ran well on the
track and all around, we had a
good showing for the BG track
team."
Junior Mike Kastleic took second place to his teammate Hustler in the javelin with a throw of
195-4. Senior Doug Heitkamp
grabbed second in the high
jump, clearing 6-10.
"Kastleic did well for us by
taking second in the javelin,"
Martin said. "We were somewhat dominant in the field
• See TRACK, page ten.

Ruggers win 18th straight MAC title

The team of the future?
The biggest surprise of Monday's festivities may be the 11-5
whipping that the Detroit Tigers
By JOE FINNELL
inflicted on the defending American League West Champion
Special to The BG News
Texas Rangers.
The Bowling Green men's
The first pitch of the season to
rugby team defeated Ohio 32-0
Tiger's leadoff man Juan Encarnacion landed just beyond the in the final of the Mr. Spots MidAmerican Conference Club
reach of every Texas outfielder.
Bobby Higginson and Damien
Easley pounded the final nails
into the coffin with a pair of
three run homers. Tiger's ace
Brian Moehler carried a no-hitter
into the seventh inning.
The game marked a new era
in Tigers history and started the
countdown to the last game in
Tiger Stadium. While nobody
will pick the recently laughable
Tigers to be in the playoffs this
year, their opening day performance proves that they have •
more bite than any Detroit team
in the last 10 years.
And so it was on Monday,
while students were skipping
class to go to games and radios
were tuned in all over the coun• See BASEBALL, page ten.

rugby tournament.
The win marked the eighteenth straight MAC title for the
Falcon ruggers, a streak that
began all the way back in Ronald
Reagan's second year of presidency.
BG did not give up a single

BO News Photo/ROGER MAZZARRELLA
Center Mike Swanbeck rushes through a hole In the Ohio Defense.

point the entire tournament, as
they defeated Western Michigan
46-0, Northern Illinois 7-0 and
Ball State 7-0 before whitewashing the Bobcats in the final.
"We've been very fortunate to
evade the cyclical ups and
downs that are the hallmark of
college sports," BC. coach Roger
Mazzarella said. "Each year
someone new lakes up the challenge of knocking us off and
each year we've managed to end
up on top. It is a tribute to our
opponents that they never once
just folded up their tents and
given up."
More so than in the past, this
year's title was a product of
excellent defense. With wing
Theo Wirtz, center Scott Mullins
and eight man Jeff McVey stopping oppositing runners, BG's
opponents could never get on
track. In the case of Western
Michigan, the Broncos never
once crossed the 50-yard line.
Mazzarella singled out fly half
Scott Havericak for his efforts.
"His

precision

kicking

pinned our opponents down in
their end of the field the entire
weekend." Mazzarella said.
"With defenses coming up hard
to stop our run and gun offense,
Scott would just pop a short kick
over the top and we would chase
it down. That probably accounted for half of our tries over the
weekend."

ers for a try and Wirtz, Bollinger,
Scott Mullins and Like Swanbeck played keepaway for 40
yards with a Bobcat defender
before Swanbeck touched down
in the corner to end the match. In
the sloppy conditions, Havericak
was able to convert only one of
the six tries in the 32-0 victory.

Playing in the dampness left
by Sunday's rainstorms, the Falcons took the kickoff and rumbled up field 50 yards for the
opening try by prop Ben French.
Less than two minutes later,
Havericak sliced through the
Bobcat backfield untouched to
score under (he posts. From
there BG never looked back.

Bowling Green lost in the final
of the junior division for only the
second time in 18 years. A late
try by wing Brandon Speeg tied
the match up against Ohio 5-5
and sent it into sudden death
overtime. In sevens, both teams
remove half of their players from
the field and the match resumes
until someone scores. The Bobcats scored a try ten minutes into
the period to win their first MAC
rugby title of any kind since
1979.

Wirtz closed out the scoring in
the first half when he leveled
Bobcat wing Matt Tolhurst,
scooped up the loose ball and
then sprinted down the sideline
60 yards for a try.
Ben French scored his second
try of the day to open the second
half. Fullback Jim Bollinger powered his was through six defend-

In the third BG-Ohio matchup
of the day, the Bowling Green
women ruggers repeated as
MAC champions with a 39-0 victory over the Bobcats.

►
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TRACK
6-8).
Thursday, the Falcons head to
events and I am proud o( that. Knoxville, Tennessee to compete
This was just a good, solid meet in the three day Sea Ray Relays.
for us and gives us something to
"This is a really important
build on for the rest of the sea- meet for us, because there will
son."
be big teams from the Big Ten,
Other top five finishers for Big 12 and the South East Conthe Falcons were senior Alex ference (SEC)," Martin said.
Moser in the hammer throw "This is a very high quality meet
(4th, 176-5) and discuss (4th, and it is a chance for us to go
155-3), senior Eric Holmes in the
over there and compete against
400 (4th, 49.88), junior Pat Miller
some of the best athletes in the
in the 800 (4th, 1:56:31), sophocountry. Hopefully, we will get
more Austin Chapin in the 3,000
steeplechase (4th, 9:45:64), some good times and some good
junior Aaron Usher in the 5,000 throws."
After the Sea Ray Relays, BG
(3rd, 15:40:19) and junior Eric
hosts
Toledo and Detroit next
Browning in the high jump (4th,
Tuesday for a 3 p.m. meet.
Continued from page one.

BASEBALLContinued from page one.
try. It was baseball. It was tradi-
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WNBA faces labor problems
The Associated Press

tion. It was the anticipation of

NEW YORK —Women's pro
basketball may be about to
match the men, at least on the
But most of all, it was the fact labor front.
that we grew up with the sport,
At the same time as expansion
and it wjll always be a part of our WNBA franchises in Minnesota
and Orlando added four players
culture.'
each Tuesday, stalemated labor
negotiations are threatening the
start of the season, scheduled for
Dan Nied is a sports writer for June 10.
The BGNews. All comments and
The league has set a Saturday
suggestions should be sent to deadline for reaching a contract
agreement with its players.
dnied@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Without one, the WNBA could
order a lockout, the same way
the NBA did in July. That labor
dispute delayed the start of the
NBA season until Feb. 5, cost
with the wind. Two other college players an estimated $400 milplayers who were being timed lion in salaries, and reduced the
suffered hamstring injuries on schedule from 82 games to 50.
the cold, blustery day.
"I can't discuss our options,"
Among those in the crowd of said Val Ackerman, president of
200 watching the workout were the WNBA, which is owned by
Cleveland general manager the NBA. "We continue to
remain optimistic that we can
Dwight Clark, Indianapolis GM
make a deal. Time is very short.
Bill Polian and coach Jim Mora, We indicated that in February
New Orleans Saints GM Bill when we began these talks. We
Kuharich and Minnesota Vikings have a pre-draft camp scheduled
coach Dennis Green.
for next weekend and a draft at
Kuharich said the Saints the end of April. It's important to
haven't had any discussions yet move quickly. Negotiations have
with other teams, "but that will been ongoing."
Sosa vs. McGwire, part two.

Williams impresses scouts
The Associated Press
SAN
iiltCiO — Ricky
Williams put on a good show for
representatives of several NFL
teams on Tuesday, and the thing
they were most impressed with
was his waistline.
With his dreadlocks tied back
in pigtails, the Heisman Trophy
winner from Texas went though
a 2-hour workout at UC San
Diego for scouts, coaches and
general managers. He ran three
40-yard dashes, did some agility
drills, pass-catching drills and
then, with dozens of UC San
Diego students looking on,
benched pressed 225 pounds 22
times.
The big moment came when
he stepped on the scales. Back in
mid-February during the NFL
scouting combine, where he did
interviews with teams but
skipped the drills, he weighed
244 pounds. On Tuesday, he was
down to 224.
"I just worked really hard,"
said Williams, who went to high
school in San Diego. "We had to
concentrate so much on losing
the weight that maybe it took

away from speed work, but I
mean, I think the main thing was
getting my weight down."
Williams, the NCAA career
rushing leader with 6,279 yards,
made an impression with the
two coaches whose teams have
the first two picks in the draft
April 17-18.
"What he did today was allow
a lot of scouts, general managers
and head coaches to rest easy
tonight," said Chris Palmer of
the
expansion
Cleveland
Browns, who hold the first pick.
"The No. 1 thing was that he
has dropped the weight," said
Andy Reid of the Philadelphia
Eagles. "That's always a concern, somebody's up 20 pounds
from a normal playing weight.
You've just got to (come and)
see. We understood that he had
been on the banquet circuit. But
he lost it and he looked sharp.
That showed me a little something."
Palmer said Williams was
timed anywhere from 4.6 seconds to 4.72 running against the
wind in the 40, and anywhere
from 4.43 to 4.52 in two heats

Columbia Court
Apartments Going Fast!!

be part of the package."
Palmer said Kentucky quarterback Tim Couch, Oregon
quarterback Akili Smith and
Williams are the three players
the Browns are considering.
Clark said there is no clear-cut
favorite. The Browns are scheduled to work out Couch in Lexington, Ky., on Sunday.
Palmer said Browns officials
will sit down this week and discus the pros and cons of the
three, and also entertain any
trade talks.

WNBA players, who are represented by the NBA Players
Association, are seeking increases from the league's $15,000 minimum salary to $45,000, a share
of revenue from the sale of team
merchandise, retirement benefits
and the right to challenge disciplinary action.

"Certainly no one is saying
the women get what the men get.
But I think it is unfair that the
women get about 1 1 /2 percent
of what the men get," said Bruce
Levy, an agent for about three
dozen WNBA players. "Something is very, very wrong. I don't
see how the league on the one
hand can please poverty and on
the other hand refuse to give any
financial data to back that up."
Ackerman said the league
proposal increases player compensation for the first year by 30
percent. It includes year-round
health and dental benefits, pension and maternity benefits, life
insurance, and creation of an
advisory panel to give players
input into league operations.
Ackerman said the value of
the league's salary and benefits
package averages $60,000. "We
allow our players to play elsewhere," she said. "We ask only a
four-month commitment."
A union official, speaking on
the condition he not be identified, said the league has offered a
$20,000 minimum, while the
union has lowered its demand
from $60,000 to $55,000 to
$45,000. The sides agree they are
about $2 million apart, the union
official said.
Levy estimated that the
WNBA generated about $25 million in profits above its projections for its first two seasons.
Only recently did the league propose to extend insurance
through the entire year rather
having coverage only during the
season. Levy said it was prompted by the plight of Houston

5)6 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and
carbaee disposals.

—FIELD MANOR—
APARMENTS*

519 Leroy Avenue. 542 and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedrooms. 2baths. furnished. Units have dishwashers and garbage disP°sals
2 Man Rate $580.00/per month

.—MERCER MANORAPARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people). 3 Bedrooms furnished.
Units have fireplaces, A/C. dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.
9 1/2 urns. $850.00/mo. + utilities (5 person rate)
9 1/2 IIHIS. $775.00/mo. + utilities (4 person rate)
9 1/2 nms. $725.00/mo. + utilities (3 person rate)

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS*
818 Thurstin. 624. 670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2
bedrooms. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers and
garbage disposals.

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electrk (4 person rate)
$6007mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/-gbrental
* Only applies to units with parental guarantees

"I think that was a tremendous embarrassment, that she
didn't have insurance," Levy
said. "It would have put her in
debt for life. I believe they said
they would cover it. It's outrageous, the height of hypocrisy."
Levy claimed the WNBA pays
its staff much higher than the
defunct American Basketball
League, which went out of business in December. It's average
salary was about $80,000, more
than double the WNBA's
$31,000.
"What the WNBA is doing,
pleading poverty, it's kind of like
the big lie technique," Levy said.
"If you repeat it over and over
Also at issue is the disposition
of players from the ABL. Ackerman said the WNBA would like
a maximum of four ABL players
on the rosters of the 10 existing
teams, with the expansion teams
from Minnesota and Orlando
allowed to carry six each. The
union has asked a limit of two
ABL players for each of the 12
WNBA franchises.
"We've taken the position that
for the good of women's basketball, we don't believe it's appropriate to restrict the influx of
players from any origin," Ackerman said. "Wc want to showcase
the best women's basketball
players in the world, regardless
of their origin. We're not aware
of any league that restricts eligibility."

Game on.
Bowling Green's most comprehensive sports coverage. Every weekday In The BG News.

Attention Sophomores & Juniors

<00>/

GREENBMAR, INC.

—EAST MERRY AVE.-~
APARTMENTS*

Comets point guard Kim Perrol,
who was diagnosed with lung
cancer and brain tumors.

If you thought college

was tough...
Wait until you try to
find a real job!
Working as an Advertising Representative
in Student Publications will give you
the experience you need to
find a job after college.
If you're interested in
Advertising,
Sales or
Marketing,

pick up an
application at
The BG News
office, 204 West Hall.

NEWI9VE K0O
Rentals

330 1/2 N. Church St.: One bedroom
upper duplex. $335.00 per month plus
utilities for a 12 month lease.
125 Clay St. #B & D: One bedroom
apartments FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. #B $390.00, «D $350.00 per
month lor a 12 month lease plus electric.
131 Clay St. #A-D: One bedroom upper
and lower apartments. FREE GAS HEAT.
WATER, & SEWER. *A $370.00, »B
$355.00, *C $355.00, »D $335.00 per
month for a 12 month lease plus electric.
318 Conneaut #B&C: One bedroom
unfurnished apartments in a house. #B
$305.00, #C $350.00 per month plus
electric for a 12 month lease. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER & SEWER.

332 S. Main
352-5620 (our only office)
L

www.newloverealty.com

Applications Due, April 14th

Faculty Excellence Awards Banquet
USG Nomination Forms
for the Faculty Excellence Award, Dr. Hollis A.
Moore University Service Award and the
Dr. William T. Jerome III Award
are available at 404 Student Services building.
'Faculty, staff, undergraduates, and graduate students can be nominated.

WE'VE EXPANDED!
Living Canvas Skin Art
445 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-354-5203 (tattoo)
419-353-5992 (store)

We have taken over the store!
We currently carry:

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Nominations Due:
April 9th, 1999
at 404 Student Services by 5:00 p.m.
Questions please call 372-8116

Fashion Victim T-Shirts
Incense
Detoxifler Products
Tobacco Paper*
Candles
Sterllns Rinss
Body Jewelry
Anklets + Bracelets
Patchouli Oil
Some tapestries + patches
BIG SALE on sloves + mittens

Coming soon:
Summer Dres
Beaded curtains
Gift Items
Tobacco pipes + other accessories
Tank Tops
More tapestries
Wind Chimes
Mirrors

and much more..
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OVER THE WIRE

STANDINGS

Rodman, Electra on the splits

compiled from wire sources

The Associated Press

Football
Steelers sign Gandy,
lose Strelczyk
PITTSBURGH — The Pittsburgh Steelers solved a big problem on the offensive line Tuesday by signing left tackle Wayne
Gandy to a four-year contract,
only to develop another when
right tackle Justin Strzelczyk
reinjured his knee.
Strzelczyk underwent his second knee operation in less than a
year after reinjuring the right
knee ligament he tore in October, an injury that forced him out
of the Steelers' final nine games.
Strzelczyk was expected to
return and challenge former
■first-round draft pick Jamain
Stephens at right tackle, but now
is out indefinitely.
With training camp starting
in 3 1/2 months and Strzelczyk
facing months of rehabilitation,
it is likely he will miss a significant portion of the 1999 season.
The Steelers signed the 6-foot5, 300-pound Gandy to a contract believed to be worth $14
million.

LOS ANGELES — Eccentric
basketball rebounding star Dennis Rodman and his actress wife
Carmen Electra have called their
marriage quits — again.
"Carmen Electra and Dennis
Rodman have announced that
they have mutually agreed to
end their 6-month-old marriage
under amicable circumstances.
Divorce papers were filed today
in Los Angeles on behalf of Miss
Electra. Miss Electra and Mr.
Rodman are and will remain
friends," publicist Malt Labov
said Tuesday, speaking for both.
Rodman, 37, and Electra, 26,
were married in Las Vegas on
Nov. 14 after what was reported
to be an all-night bendei Nine
days later, Rodman cried fraud
and filed for an annulment, saying he was of unsound mind
when he recited his vows.
Electra, whose real name is
Tara Patrick, was with Rodman
at Planet Hollywood in February
when he announced he would
be joining the Los Angeles Lak-

During that news conference,
Rodman said he^ and his wife
were happily married, but living
in separate homes.
Electra attended
several
games to watch her husband
play.
Then on March 13, Rodman,
37, received permission to leave
the Lakers to resolve personal
issues. He rejoined the team in
Orlando on March 21.
The seven-time rebounding
champion, who has helped
teams win five NBA championships, insisted the eight-day
break had nothing to do with
drinking, gambling, smoking or
marital problems.
Rodman later stated it was
Electra who encouraged him to
return.
Rodman was an instant hit
with fans when he joined the
team, helping the Lakers win
nine straight games.
However, the team has performed erratically since Rodman
returned from his leave of
absence.

CJO
Wed-Apm 7
Toby Lamb
Ohio Dept. of Naturual Resources
Division ol Watercraft
BA 103 @ 8:00pm

Classified
Ads
372-6977

CITY EVENTS

Pricker's Men's Softball Team
is having practice and try outs
on Sunday. 4/11/99 & 4/18/99 from
4:30-7:30pm at Carter Park m BG.
(if fields are not playable, we will
practice between 175 & the BGSU
football stadium) For details call
Bob Miller at 419-474-1733

Come visit the "Garden of Health" at the 1999
BGSU Health Fair on Wednesday, April 7 from
10-4 m (he Lenhart Grand Ballroom. There wiH
be freebiet, interactive displays, free
cholesterol testing and morel For more information contact the Wellness Connection at
372-9355

Thr BG New. -ill n.H kn.™inpl> jurp jJvfrtixinrni*
that Ji — nmiivtir i* tmnur^T Jiunnuiuli«fi jfatml
nit >t>Ji>nlujJ Of ,-i■ —1» «n He haw of tar MS, i<>h«
iiml. rrlifnx). njmxul <>ngin. •ciiul onrtilMion. Jn
ability. *l«ui i* J veteran, or on thr hw> ol -m, other
kfill) ptnidtnl atfM

STUDY ABROAD ORIENTATIONS
The Education Abroad OHice will sponsor two
pre departure orientation sessions for all students studying abroad durmg summer 1999,
fall semester 1999 or the entire 1999-2000
academic year. Please attend one of the following:
Wednesday. April 7 7:00-9:00pm 1103 OftenhauarWest
Tuesday, Apnl 13 7:00 9:00pm 1104 OffenhauarWest
Call 2-0479 with questions.

CAMPUS EVENTS
•DANCE MARATHON"
Appfccaiioni lor Director and AM!. Director are
available m 440 Student Services
Bowling Green Council ol Teachers ol Mathematics presents:
"InlBfViewing tor and Surviving Your First Math
Teaching Job."
Tuesday. April 13 at 9:00pm m Life Science
Building (loom 140.
Al are welcome for the question/answer presentation.

TAKE THE TASTE TEST CHALLENGE!
Wednesday. Aprri 7 10-4
Health Fair @ Lenhart Grand Ballroom
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE BOOTH

Page II,

SERVICES OFFERED

Pregnant'?
FREE pregnancy tests.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Stop Crime Now.
From pepper-spray to door alarms and much
more. For free catalog write:
Stop Crime Now

National Hockey League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
x-New Jersey 42
22
x-Pittsburgh
36
27
x-Philadelphia 34
25
N.Y. Rangers 32
35
N.Y. Islanders 21
• 45
Northeast Division
x-Ottawa
43
21
x-Toronto
42
28
Boston
35
28
Buffalo
34
26
Montreal
30
36
Southeast Division
Carolina
31
29
Florida
27
31
Washington
31
39
Tampa Bay
18
51
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
x-Detroit
41
30
x-St. Louis
33
31
Chicago
25
41
Nashville
27
42
Northwest Division
y-Colorado
41
26
Calgary
28
36
Edmonton
28
37
Vancouver
22
45
Pacific Division
z-Dallas
47
17
x-Phoenix
38
26
x-Anaheim
34
30
San Jose
29
30
Los Angeles
28
43

T
11
14
18
10
10

Pts
95
86
86
74
52

12
7
13
15
10

98
91
83
83
70

16
18
6
7

78
72
68
43
•

6
12
12
7

88
78
62
61

10
12
11
11

92
68
67
55

12
12
12
17
5

106
88
80
75
61

National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pet
GB
Orlando
25
10
.714
Miami
20
11
.645
New York
18
15
.545
Philadelphia 16
.500
16
Washington 13
19
.406
Boston
10
22
.313
New Jersey 8
24
.250
Central Div sion
Indiana
23
11
.676
Atlanta
22
13
.629
Milwaukee 19
13
.594
Detroit
20
14
.588
Toronto
18
14
.563
Cleveland
16
15
.516
Charlotte
12
20
.375
Chicago
10
23
.303
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pet
GB
Utah
23
8
.742
San Antonio 23
10
.697
Houston
22
11
.667
Minnesota 20
13
.606
Dallas
11
23
.324
Denver
10
25
.286
Vancouver 6
27
.182
Pacific Division
Portland
26
6
.813
L.A. Lakers 23
12
.657
Seattle
16
16
.500
Phoenix
15
18
.455
Golden State 14
19
.424
Sacramento 14
19
.424
L.A. Clippers 3
29
.094

ATTENTION
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDENTS
seeking SUMMER
Intern Positions
Coma to the Coop Otlice NOW
310 Student Services • 2-2451
Bnng resume and
unofficial transcripts

THETANNING CENTER
Thre. Locations:
248 N Miln Si 354 1559
993 S. Main St. 353-8826
904 E. Wooster St. 35? 3588
.10 Bad Visits lor J20

BGSU has a missionTo save lives by donating blood.
Be a hero to someone in need.

PERSONALS

Come to Checker's Pub every
6:00-9:00. Dime drafts. $ 50 shots

EUROPE $209 o/v.
ANYTIME IN 1999
Canb Mexico S209M
Discount Farea Worldwide

Great Place lo Study
Sal's Bakery (near Chi-Chi's & Dominos) is
looking lor customers. Bagels baked dally,
computer access, lutons. trash bread, muffins, cinnamon rolls, bicotti. A much, much,
more... Open M-F 5:30am, Sat & Sun,
9 00am. 353-BAKEI22S3I

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
THANK YOU TO MCDONALD'S FOR HELPING APHO RAISE MONEY FOR DANCE
MARATHON. WE SUPPORT AND THANK
YOU.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Thursday

360 Colony Lane 041

*8

Sat., April 17*8 p.m.
Anderson Arena, BGSU

HOUR

TO

$Qoo

Jimmy Fallon
of Saturday Night Live

W HOUR

And the Michael Shelley Band

Yes, if...

TODAYI
Coma to the Health Fair
Come to the Health Fair
Come to the Health Fair
TODAYI

WOULD YOU LIKE TO WIN LOTS OF PRIZES
Sign up for a 3 on 3 basketball tournament
to be held on April 17.
Only $20 par team (Bursarabie). Help underpnveleged children go to camp. Sponsored by
BGSU For Camp. Call 352-7534 to register.

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay ..
No Union Dues
Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

An FDX Company

You want choice in selecting your own investment portfolio from a diversified menu of
options available through Aetna's Retirement Master variable annuity;
We're easy to find:

You want investment control in managing your retirement portfolio;
You wan! the opportunity to benifit from the fox deferred growth potential of the investments
you select; and

RPS

*

You want retirement plan portability that doesn't limit your career opportunities.
Airport Hwy

For more information, please contact:

Mike Landolf & Matthew Carter, CFS
Registered Representatives

V

3554 Oak Alley Court #400

Variable Annullks are offered by Aetna Life Insurance rind Annuity
Comprinu Scriiniu's on* offered by: Aetna imvstmeni Sen<ftt's. Inc.

Toledo, Ohio 43066

(419)534-4404

4 1/2
10
11 1/2
12 1/2
12 1/2
23

Carter/2-2081.

Ohio
ARP The Right Choice For You?
Is Ohio
A'ternative Retirement Plan

(Tense cull lor prospectuses containing more complete Information.
int-ln<liiii! ili'iiii- and expenses. Rend the prospect uses carefully
before you invest.

—

Sup-port Group for Women
with Anorexia ft Bulemia Concerns.
Women's Center, 108A Hanna Hall
Mondays, 8'30-i0:00pm
Group support and interactive
Discussions ft enercises
Student Health Service/Judy Miior/2-742S,
Counseling Center/Rebecca Metteo-

Apply in person at
650 S. Reynolds Rd.r Toledo

Tickets Available at the UAO Office - 330 Student Union.
For more information call 372-7164.

Make the Best of a Great opportunity.

1
2
4
131/2
15
18

Don't Waste Your rime Working For Minimum IVojeJ
RPS, Inc. is hiring part-time package handlers
to load and unload trucks.

50

Retirement Services

—

Looking For A Part-Time Job?

THEY MIGHT
BE GIANTS

/Etna

11/2
3
3
4
5 1/2
10
12 1/2

Bowling Green, OH 43402

UAO Presents

1

—

One or two summer sublease's needed. Great
two-bedroom furnished apanment dose to
campus Nonsmoking, no pets Call 352-2111.

800-326-2009

KKG • Beta 500 ■ KKG
Keep the momentum going Beta runners! Pick
up the pace, we're going to win that race'

3
6
71/2
10 1/2
13 1/2
151/2

KKG'KA'KKG
Welcome to the neighborhood! Congrats on
receiving a house and becoming our neighbors.

wvrw.alrhtlch.org
(tanas additional)
FALL 1999 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT
MAJORS. APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
130 PFH AND DUE FRIDAY. APRIL 9. INTEHVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL 12-13.

—

i

^Clll
IUtlr«m«nt Services*

800-462-7370
email: OhioARP@Aetna.com

BGSU

1

!

1

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 Mile north of
Airport Highway)

(Col Today!
419-531-9450

800-582-3577,
i
EO/M

i

WANTED
2 tubleasAfS needed tor summer. 2 bdrm apl
w/baicony and Ur conditioning Call 353 2353
Ask lo'Paul or Jim
Need 1 ticket lor Arts and Sciences GraduaDon Wit! pay. Can 354 6740
Suoteaser wanted. Nice 1 bdrm apt. avail immed. through July. Optional 12 mo. lease lor
next year. AH uol. inc.. furnished, good location
|3g&fmo.-nagoDabla. 353 9617
Summer subteaser wanted. 1 bedroom, lumiahed, 11/2 blocks Irom campus. S3KVmonth.
aVlS-e/lSDam.on 352 3283
Summer sublease needed
1 bdrm apt, unfurnished, AC. dose to campus.
Call 354-2044 after 5pm

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For info ca'l 203 319 2802
21* HOUR!
Easy Work Processing Mail or Email
From Home or School1 For Details
Email: Appiy4now@smanbot.nel

770-937-6764
375 Counselors and Instructors neudod*
Coed summer camps m Pocono Mountains.
PA. Lohtkan,
1-800-488-4321.
www.lohikan.com.
Babysitter, experienced, to care lor 2 children
in our home. Afternoon and evening hours lor
3-5 hrs/day. 5 daysAveek. every other week
through the end of Spring semester. Call Tom
or Debbie at 354-5700 or email to: batno5@veda hpme.com
Biology, Science, Education and
Liberal Arts Graduates
No experience required
Free training in a Field with Superb
Opportunities: Biomedlcal Information
Technology
Start at 28K. Most people earn 34K within a
year, plus full benefits. IMS, Inc. is offering a
free 4 week programming course In the last 2
years, IMS. Inc. has hired over 90% of the students who have taken this course. Courses
start June 7 or July 12. Positions located in Silver Spnng. Maryland 8 miles outside DC. Call
888-680 5057 WWWIMSWEB.COM
Cleaning and misc. work. Starts May 8 for 2
two weeks or all summer. 3530325.
Co-ed Health Spa for kids. Catskills New York'
FUN, CARING. PEOPLE NEED ONLY APPLYI YOU CAN MAKE A Df FERENCE IN A
CHILD'S LIFE. General and Specialty positions available:
Bunk counselors, group leaders, dramatics,
water front, nurses. Nutrition. Kitchen staff, vip
leaders, sports specialist, office, driver. Salary
range—$1000.00 and up (depending on skills
and experience) For application and information call 1-914-733-6699.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

Cleveland-based muse maga2ine seeks lullbme entry-entry level customer service rep for
subscription dept Must have good verbal A organizational skills Marketing bckgmd a plus.
Send cover letter and resume to AP 6516 Detroit Ave Sle 5. Cleveland OH 44102

Columbus. Ohio
Scioto Country Club
Summer Staffing
Sooto Country dub is accepting applications
for the club's pool facility for the 1999 season.
Applications and resume should be forwarded
to the dub with interviews and hmng to be
completed by May f, 1999. The positions include (he following: POOL SNACK STAND
AND BUSSING STAFF Scheduling procedure
conductive with summer activities. Pay scale is
progressive for individuals who achieve. Club's
address 2196 Riverside Drive, Columbus. OH
43221 FAX (614) 486-8327 PHONE (614)
486-4341.
Damon's - Airport Highway Now hiring 11 Clubhouse Event Coordinator Full/Part time, lots of
fun. and competitive wage Apply between 2-4
Monday/Fnday. Interviews on the spot.
Direct Cere/Residential Specialist Full and
pan time positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities living in the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Pnmarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage S7.14-S8.52 depending on
experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically fit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
9:30-l0:30am and 4:30-50.0pm. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 M..jmeeWestern Rd.,Maumee.Qhio. EOE.
HEATHERDOWNS COUNTRY CLUB
Toledo Area Golf Shop has part-time and
seasonal positions available Immediate
hmng for motivated individuals. Good
wages, will tram, flexible schedules.
Contact Jason at (419) 385 0248 EOE
HELP WANTED:
Childcare In my Psrrysburg Ft. Meigs home
beginning In May. Would like 3 full weekdsys (7:30am-5:00pm) for 3 children. Flexible. Requires a caring, dependable, adventurous, non-smoker with dependable
transportation Excellent pay. Relerences
required. 419-874-3641. leave message.
If you want to work in a fun-filled atmosphere
and make $5500 to S7000 then Put-ln-Bay is
for you. Working on South Bass Island is a
great experience in the tourist industry. Wo are
looking for full or part-time employees 25 or
older. Call 419-285-8010 between 1 and 6pm,
Tues. or Thurs.
MEET THE WORLD! International non-profit
seeks local representative Work with foreign
exchange students, host families, high
schools. Training provided, expenses paid,
travel opportunities! Not a paid position. Must
be at least 25 years old. Call Tern Callahan at
1-800-498-2487, or EF Foundation for Foreign
Studv at 1 -800-44-SHARE.

352-1520
www

Part-time student employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours o' 9:00am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at:
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.
428 CLOUGH STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
Ranch Steak and Seafood. 1544 E. Wooster
seeking applicants for employment. Full & parttime positions available for days, evenings. &
weekends.
Positions avail:
waiters/waitresses, cooks, buffet personnel!.
& dishwashers Apply w th n
SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST
2 ongoing part-time positions.
Includes phones, filing, genersl
office work, some data entry.
MS Windows knowledge essential.
Local Internet company

352-3568
M-F9-5

Summer child care positions available. Afternoon hours with infant. 5 yrs. old. Call
419-678-4190 for more info.

117 1/2 E. Reed- 2 bdrm, off street parking,
lots of storage No pets. Avail Aug. $470 plus
util 287-3306
1002/1004 Boone Ct.- 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bath.
w/d hookup. A/C. garage, nicely decorated.
Grad-Prot. $675 plus util 287-3306

FOR SALE
'92 Ford Probe, auto, air, cruise. Best offer.
Must sell' 354-71 /ft. ask 'or Joe
'93 Dodge Spirit
4 dr., very reliable, runs well 135K mi. $2000.
Call 372-2606 or 419-666-0926
1993 GEO Metro. 3 cylinder. 5 speed
50 miles/gallon, red. $2100.

12 unit apartment bldgs.
7246thSI.* 70S7tnSt
2 bdrm. turn. Of unfurn.
$500 mthly.99-00sch.yr. leaso
FREE heat, water
sewer, gas & HBO
3 S4-0914

287-3762.

i bdrm apt. S460/mo. All util. inc., dose to
campus. Call 352-5485.

1995 Kawasaki Zx-6. Brand new, low miles.
$6000 OBO. Call 354-6038.

3 sublease's needed tor summer
4 bdrm house, 1 block from campus

1996 Mansion Blazer Mo Ho. (16x80). 3 br.. 2
B, exc. cond.. 10x12 deck. 10x10 shed.
$24.500. Call Jan Pan in 353-1977/344-2010.

Call 353-9356
4 bdrm apt. and 2 bdrm. apt.

available May 1S
Close to campus. 352-6673.

Bike for sale
1998 Trek 800. Mountain Track
19.5 inch frame, metal pedals
V-brakes,21 speed.$i75orbestoffer
Call 372 4946.

4 room upstairs apartment tor 2 people.
Availablo now

352-5822
BJ speakers for sale.
Great for stereo battles'
3'x 2" with I5"woofer.
200 Watts. $300 OBO Call 354-5416.

6 bdrm house availablo May 15
Close lo campus

Home Dity Ice

Home City
Ice Company

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2 bdrm. furnished 704 5th St
2 bdrm. unfurnished 710 7th St.
352-3445 tor more information.
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BOI Claan. 2 bedroom*, fully
furnished, dlthwasher, laundry faciUtlM, ulllitlM provided, on-elte managar, balcony
units available. Call for an appointment:
352-8909.
GRAD APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
Close to campus. A/C, 1 BR. furnished, dishwasher, off street parking May to August
Awesome place-$345/T>oniri. Call Patrick at
216-226-0693 or Glenda 353-3295. Ask about
Manville Apt V7. Grads only.
Grad student-1 room apartment, quiet neighborhood. $275 * utilities. Available after Apol
1st. 353*1740.
Grad. students. 2 bdrm. bnck. large yard
S795/mo. plus dep. & util. No pets. 353-7257,
leave message.
Houses for Rent. All 12 month leases, tenants ]
pay utilities, security deposd & parental guarantees.
, 730 Elm-2 BR, $475/mo. avail, now
734 Elm-3BR, 2 bath, $725/mo. avail. Aug 15
316 Ridge (Front)-2 BR, $550 avail. May 15
Phone 352-2330or 354-2854 after 5:00pm
Two bdrm house. $S25/month • utils. Avail
June 1 st. 801 6th Street, Call 655-3064.
Two bdrm. apt. unfurnished. $600.00/monih
includes utils. 1/2 block from campus. Avail.
5/15 Call 686-6541

3S2-6673

CARS FROM $500.00
Police imports and tax repo's
For listings call 1-800-319-3323x4558

Apts and houses. May or August. NO PETS.
353-6206

DID YOU KNOW?

Twin loveseats lor sale.
Very comfortable vetour.
Great for college use.
$100 OBO.Call 354-5416

The current wave of
extinctions resulting
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

FOR RENT

Skydive B.G. is getting ready to open for another exciting season. Parachute packers are
needed again. We will fully train. For further
info, call Skydive B G. 352 5200
Student coaches for summer and fall gymnastics wanted for Continuing Education. Coaches
supervise the activities of each class, set up
and take down the equipment, and provide a
positive learning experience 'or the participants, ages 3-12. Competitive gymnastics expenence is preferred. Must be reliable and dependable. Applicant should be enthusiastic
and work wed with children. Contact Caron
by e-mail: carona@bqnet.bgsu.edu
Must be available every Saturday in June

117 E. Reed- 3 bdrm. 2 full bath washer/dryer.
large kitchen, no pets Avail may or August.
$695 plus uDl 287-3306.

GEORGETOWN MANOR
For 1999-2000 school year
600 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished. AC,
Lbundry facility, no pots
Parking, prcf. maintenance
Reasonable rent
Gas heal, water & sewer included
Also summer rates
Call 354-9740 for more details « app't.

163 SOUTH MAIN ST.-BOVW.ING GREEN

HIGHLAND

Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program
1
Noss and Cooperrider. 1994 Saving
Nature's legacy

** Houses, Apts 4 Rooms 99-2000"
326 Leroy-up 1 bdrm
307 1'2E.Rood3bdrm
Rooms & Eltic $205 S up incl. all ubl.
Summer & 2nd Sem. Apts avail.

Call 3530325.9am -9pm.

Environmental Summer Jobs 1

an ACTIVIST and

*^*+*B/Bfr
STEAKHOUSE

"Wear jeans to work
and spend the days
outside!

with a pointless job-be
/&&

make a difference!

/^M

Help Ohio's largest

/ lH

environmental

lit -^|

organization fight

^t~V^

corporate pollution

^^^5

and toxic dumping.

^**"

I

"Learn grassroots
organizing

"Participate in
protests with 100's
of other activisits

Best of all, get paid $350/week!!
2-10pm monday-friday.Call 866-4463 for an interview!

Find It In
The BG News!

Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070

MANAGEMENT
130 I- Washington Street, Bowling Green

354-6036
Graduate student housing

Avail. Now & Fall
NEWLY REMODELED
Jay-Mar Apts.
803 - 815 8th St / Avail May 1st.
• Dishwashers
■ New refrigerators
• Disposals
• AH new point throughout
• Self-cleaning, ovens
• New kitchen cabinets
• Ceramic tie
• Ceiling fans
COMPUTE APT. MAKEOVER!
5550/mo.. 12 mo. lease
The Hlghtonds
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry facilities
m btdg.. a/a quiet.
From $395/mo.
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C.
on-sfle laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilngs
From$450/mo.
Let us help you make a lough dedstx
easy, col or slop by the office TODAY'
Call 354-6036
V.
From 9-4
.

"Be a part of a winning tradition"
b g s u . edu/recsports

AEROBICS

INTRAMURALS

Come get funky with Aerobics
every Tuesday and Thursday
from 5:15-6:15 pm! Or try
Step, Pump & Jump Tuesday Thursday from 7 - 7:45 am!

Fall 1999 Practlcum Opportunities
available in the Intramural Office
for Recreation and Sport
Management majors. Applications
are available in 130 Perry Field
House and are due
Friday, April 9. Interviews will
be held April 12-13.

EMPLOYMENT

Applications available in the
SRC Main Office. For more
information, call 372-7482.

AQUATICS
Andrews Pool will be closed from
May 6 -17 for maintenance.
Cooper Pool will remain open for use.
The spa will also be closed
during this time.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Mark your calendar with these
upcoming events:
• Sibs/Kids Weekend in Rec Sports
April 16, 17, & 18
Free pass for Sibs/Kids below!
• Golf Classic
April 23
Sign up your team of four
students, faculty, and staff
now!
For more info, call Libby at 372-7481.

CUT AND SAVE!

FITWELL NEWS

Ml

Part Dme youth worker. Someone to spend
time with teen girts in a group home setting,
that is completely family oriented. Degree not
required. Personality and willingness to learn,
participate in activities are our major requirements. You can check us out through Wood
County DHS Childrens Unit at 352-7566. Job
requires valid drivers license (to drive our vehicles) own transportation. (30 mms from BG)
and willing to work with teen girls, and a 10 yr
old boy, and to help with entertainment and
educational trips (dose by). For extensive details, hours, and compensation, call
1-419-825-5576, or drop a line to Oho Teaching Family Association, 14160 Sherman White
rd. Swanion Oh, 43558. please state in note
your expectations and compensation requirements.

1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts. for '99-'00 school
year 352-7454.

with Ohio Citizen Action

Summer Lifeguards &
Swimming Instructors

Ml

Painters NEEDED. Summer work. Good starting pay • bonus. Cleveland area. Nonhcoast
College Painters 216 529-6319.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Slaying in BG this summer? Looking for parttime work thai won't conflict with classes? Become aSOFTBALL UMPIRE. The BG
Umpires Association is fooking for men or
women to umpire in the city recreation leagues
Umpires needed lor either slow-pitch or fast
pitch games Earj$i4-30 per game. If interested, contact Jim at 352-4159 or 372-9858.

Don't waste your summer

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

Nursing-RN'LPN- Part time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday.
9:30-i000am and 4:30-500pm. Or contact
Human Resources (419) 865-0251. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwest Ohio. 7223 MaumeeWestem Rd .Maumee.OH EOE.

Summer employment\

• Near Campus
• Low Rates
• Open 24 Hours
• Summer Leases
• Clean
• Many Sizes

HI
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Stop by the FITWELL booth at
the Health Fair today.
Wednesday. 'April 7. Find out
your body composition and
ask fitness related questions.
Did you know that exercise can
help lower your stress levels?
Stop in the Fitwell formore
information and a free stress ball!
Call Cathy at 372-2712
for more info.

i

r-

i
Free Sibs/Kids Pass
i
for use at the
i
Student Recreation Center or
i
i
Perry Field House
i
April 16, 17. & 18. 1999
i
i
i
i
One pass per Sib/Kid per student
i member of Rec Sports. Must turn in a
i
coupon upon entry each day.
i
L

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY UTILITIES!
710 EIGHTH ST.
New Construction! 3 BR, 2
bath, Limit 3 people. $900.00
per mo., deposit $900.00.
Lease Aug. 22, 1999 to Aug.
12,2000.
259 S. PROSPECT
Down. 2 BR - Limit 2 Grad.
Students Only $439.00 per
mo., plus utilities. Deposit
$439.00. Lease May 16,
1999 to May, 6 2000.
120 State Street
One bedroom unfurnished
duplexes. $350.00 per
month plus utilities. Lease
May 16, 1999 to May 6,
2000

HOUSES
AVAILABLE

1999-2000
MANY APARTMENT LOCATIONS AVAILABLE. STOP

IN THE RENTAL OFFICE
FOR A COMPLETE LISTING. WE CAN HELP YOU!

319 E. Wooster St.
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

354-2260
451 THURSTIN
Efficiencies for summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $310.00.
517 E. REED
One bedroom for summer
and Aug. to May. Starts at
$380.00
521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00.
805 THURSTIN
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at $500.00
Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.
Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!

Management Inc.
HilUdalr Apia.. 1082 Fa.trvirw
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings.

unique floor plan, car pods
9 1/2- 12 mo Leases
Starts al 1350 Call 353 5800

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apli.. 215 E. Poe
tfficiencies & huge I bdrms
Laundry on site, lots of parking
III slam at S230. I bdtm starts it $340
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow Hoax Apts.. 830 Fourth Si.
I bdrm. gas heal, AC Remodeled
Starting alSJIS ( ill 3M-SSO0

Management Inc.
Church Home Apt.., :21 N. Church Si.
I bdrms, close lo downtown starling al S310

Call 353-5*00

/CJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Stop by our office al 1045 N, Main Si for
complete listing or Call 353-5800.

www. wc net.org/-m ecca

